1. **PTOLEMAIC KINGS OF EGYPT. Ptolemy VI Philometor, 180-164 BC.** Ae obol (bronze, 8.05 g, 23 mm), uncertain mint on Cyprus. Diademed head of Zeus Ammon to right, with ram’s horn in his hair and over the diadem. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ Eagle with closed wings standing left on thunderbolt; to left, lotus flower; between the eagle’s legs, ΕΥΛ; on eagle. Svoronos 1401; SNG Copenhagen 295. Nearly very fine.

2. **SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA. Seleukos I Nikator Ae (bronze, 3.70 g, 16 mm).** 296-280 BC. Horned and bridled horse head right. Rev. Anchor; ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ to left, ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ to right, monogram to outer right. SC 146; SNG Spaer 135. Nearly very fine. Rare.

3. **SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA. Antiochos I Soter, 281-261 BC.** Ae (bronze, 1.31 g, 13 mm), Antioch. Laureate head of Zeus right. Rev. BA AN monogram (Houghton Monogram 222), club; anchor countermark. SC 345. Nearly very fine. Very rare.

4. **SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA. Seleukos II Kallinikos.** 246-226 BC. Ae (bronze, 2.38 g, 13 mm). Northern Syria or Mesopotamia(?). Head of Athena right, wearing Attic helmet. Rev. [ΒΑΣΙ] ΖΕΛ, forepart of horse left; monogram (M?) to left, ΕΥ to right. SC -; HGC 9, -. Apparently unpublished; cf. Triskeles 18, lot 129. Very fine. Extremely rare.

5. **SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA. Antiochos III ‘the Great’.** 222-187 BC. Ae (bronze, 2.98 g, 15 mm). Sardes mint. Laureate head of Apollo right. Rev. Apollo standing left, holding arrow and resting elbow on tall tripod; monogram to outer right. SC 983. Nearly very fine.

6. **SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA. Antiochos III ‘the Great’.** 222-187 BC. Ae (bronze, 4.73 g, 15 mm). Uncertain mint. Laureate head of Apollo right, with short hair right. Rev ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΘΕΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ Horse trotting right. SC 1094. Very fine. Rare.

7. **SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA. Antiochos IV Epiphanes.** 175-164 BC. Ae (bronze, 9.29 g, 21 mm), ‘Egyptianizing’ series, struck 169/8 BC. Diademed and radiate head of Antiochos IV right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΘΕΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ, eagle standing right on thunderbolt. SC 1415. Very fine.

8. **SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA. Antiochos IV Epiphanes.** 175-164 BC. Chaklous (bronze, 3.62 g, 16 mm), Seleukeia on the Tigris, struck circa 173/2 BC. Radiate and diademed head right. Rev. Goddess enthroned left, holding Nike; at feet, bird standing left. SC 1510. Very fine.
9 **SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA**. Alexander I Balas, 152-145 BC. Ae (bronze, 2.94 g, 14 mm) Antioch on the Orontes, struck 149-147 BC. Head of young Dionysus right, wreathed with ivy. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ Elephant standing left, monogram to right. SC 1791.1; HGC 9, 919. Nearly very fine.

10 **SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA**. Alexander I Balas, 152-145 BC. Ae (bronze, 1.91 gm 13 mm), Antiochia on the Orontes. Aegis with gorgoneion. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ - ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ Pegasos leaping right; below, monogram. SC 1792.2. Very fine.

11 **SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA**. Alexander I Balas, 152-145 BC. Ae (bronze, 2.94 gm 15 mm), Uncertain mint. Diademed head of Alexander I right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ Tripod. SC 1819. Nearly very fine. Rare.

12 **SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA**. Alexander I Balas, 152-145 BC. Ae (bronze, 3.89 g, 16 mm). Antioch on the Orontes. Diademed head of Alexander I to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ - ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ Owl standing right, head facing. SC 1794. Rev. struck somewhat off center, otherwise nearly very fine.

13 **SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA**. Alexander I Balas, 152-145 BC. Ae (bronze, 5.25 g, 18 mm). Antioch on the Orontes mint. Helmeted head right. Rev. Nike standing left, holding wreath and palm frond over shoulder; monogram to inner left and below. SC 1790. Nearly very fine.

14 **SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA**. Demetrios II Nikator, 146-138 BC. Ae (bronze, 5.07 g, 18 mm). First Reign. Antioch on the Orontes. Laureate head of Apollo to right. Rev. Filleted tripod, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ in two lines to right, ΘΕΟΥ ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΙΟΥ ΝΙΚΑΤΟΡΟΥ in three lines to left; monograms in exergue. SC 1913; HGC 9, 996. Near Very Fine. Very Rare.

15 **SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA**. Antiochos VI Dionysos, 144-142 BC. Ae (bronze, 7.90 g, 22 mm), Antiochia on the Orontes. Radiate and diademed head of Antiochos VI to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ / ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ - ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ / ΔΙΟΝΥΣΟΥ Elephant advancing to left, holding torch in trunk; to right, ΣΤΑ above star. SC 2006. Very fine.

16 **SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA**. Antiochos VI Dionysos, 144-142 BC. Ae (bronze, 8.12 g, 21 mm), Apameia on the Axios. Radiate head of Antiochos VI to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ / ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ - ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ / ΔΙΟΝΥΣΟΥ Kantharos; palm to lower right, uncertain letter to lower left. SC 2015.
17 SELEUKID KINGS OF SYRIA. Antiochos VI Dionysos, 144-142 BC. Ae (bronze, 10.22 g, 23 mm), Apameia on the Axios. Radiate head of Antiochos VI to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ - ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ ΔΙΟΝΥΣΟΥ Dionysos standing left, holding kantharos and thyrsus; monogram in inner left field. SC -. Rare.

18 SELEUKID KINGS of SYRIA. Tryphon, 142-138 BC. Ae (bronze, 4.84 g, 18 mm), Antioch. Diademed head of Tryphon to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΤΡΥΦΟΝΟΣ ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΟΣ Spiked Boeotian helmet adorned with wild goat horns; SC 2034. Good very fine

19 SELEUKID KINGS of SYRIA. Tryphon, 142-138 BC. Ae (bronze, 4.93 g, 18 mm), Antioch. Diadem head of Tryphon to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΤΡΥΦΟΝΟΣ ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΟΣ Spiked Boeotian helmet adorned with wild goat horns; SC 2034. Fine

20 SELEUKID KINGS of SYRIA. Tryphon, 142-138 BC. Ae (bronze, 5.65 g, 18 mm), Antioch. Diadem head of Tryphon to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΤΡΥΦΟΝΟΣ ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΟΣ Spiked Boeotian helmet adorned with wild goat horns; SC 2034. Good fine

21 SELEUKID KINGS of SYRIA. Tryphon, 142-138 BC. Ae (bronze, 6.18 g, 18 mm), Antioch. Diadem head of Tryphon to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΤΡΥΦΟΝΟΣ ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΟΣ Spiked Boeotian helmet adorned with wild goat horns; SC 2034. Very fine

22 SELEUKID KINGS of SYRIA. Tryphon, 142-138 BC. Ae (bronze, 5.48 g, 19 mm), Antioch. Diadem head of Tryphon to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΤΡΥΦΟΝΟΣ ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΟΣ Spiked Boeotian helmet adorned with wild goat horns; SC 2034. Very fine

23 SELEUKID KINGS of SYRIA. Tryphon, 142-138 BC. Ae (bronze, 5.21 g, 18 mm), Antioch. Diadem head of Tryphon to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΤΡΥΦΟΝΟΣ ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΟΣ Spiked Boeotian helmet adorned with wild goat horns; SC 2034. Nearly very fine

24 SELEUKID KINGS of SYRIA. Tryphon, 142-138 BC. Ae (bronze, 4.37 g, 17 mm), Antioch. Diadem head of Tryphon to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΤΡΥΦΟΝΟΣ ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΟΣ Spiked Boeotian helmet adorned with wild goat horns; SC 2034. Nearly very fine

All prices are starting prices (EUR).
25  SELEUKID KINGS of SYRIA. Tryphon, 142-138 BC. Ae (bronze, 4.73 g, 18 mm), Antioch. Diademed head of Tryphon to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΤΡΥΦΟΝΟΣ ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΟΣ Spiked Boeotian helmet adorned with wild goat horns; SC 2034. Nearly very fine

26  SELEUKID KINGS of SYRIA. Tryphon, 142-138 BC. Ae (bronze, 5.20 g, 18 mm), Antioch. Diademed head of Tryphon to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΤΡΥΦΟΝΟΣ ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΟΣ Spiked Boeotian helmet adorned with wild goat horns; SC 2034. Very fine

27  SELEUKID KINGS of SYRIA. Tryphon, 142-138 BC. Ae (bronze, 4.82 g, 17 mm), Antioch. Diademed head of Tryphon to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΤΡΥΦΟΝΟΣ ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΟΣ Spiked Boeotian helmet adorned with wild goat horns; SC 2034. Very fine

28  SELEUKID KINGS of SYRIA. Tryphon, 142-138 BC. Ae (bronze, 4.00 g, 19 mm), Antioch. Diademed head of Tryphon to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΤΡΥΦΟΝΟΣ ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΟΣ Spiked Boeotian helmet adorned with wild goat horns; SC 2034. Very fine


30  SELEUKID KINGS of SYRIA. Antiochos VIII Epiphanes . 121/0-97/6 BC. Ae (bronze, 9.18 g, 21 mm). Antioch on the Orontes mint. Radiate and diademed head of Antiochos VIII right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ Eagle standing left, scepter over shoulder. SC 2300. Nearly very fine.

31  KINGS OF PARTHIA. Vologases IV, circa 147-191. Dichalkon (bronze, 3.26 g, 17 mm), Seleukeia on the Tigris, SE 475 = 163/4. Diademed bust of Vologases IV to left, wearing tiara; to left, EOY. Rev. Draped and turreted bust of Tyche to right; to right, A. Sellwood 84.144. Shore 632. Very fine

32  KINGS OF PARTHIA. Vologases IV, circa 147-191. Dichalkon (bronze, 2.99 g, 19 mm), Seleukeia on the Tigris, SE 475 = 163/4. Diademed bust of Vologases IV to left, wearing tiara; to left, EOY. Rev. Draped and turreted bust of Tyche to right; to right, A. Sellwood 84.144. Shore 632. Nearly very fine.

All prices are starting prices (EUR).
33  KINGS OF PARTHIA. Vologases IV, circa 147-191. Dichalkon (bronze, 2.86 g, 17 mm), Seleukeia on the Tigris, SE 475 = 163/4. Diademed bust of Vologases IV to left, wearing tiara; to left, EOY. Rev. Draped and turreted bust of Tyche to right; to right, A. Sellwood 84.144. Shore 632. Nearly very fine.  

34  KINGS OF PARTHIA. Vologases IV, circa 147-191. Dichalkon (bronze, 4.21 g, 20 mm), Seleukeia on the Tigris, SE 475 = 163/4. Diademed bust of Vologases IV to left, wearing tiara; to left, EOY. Rev. Draped and turreted bust of Tyche to right; to right, A. Sellwood 84.144. Shore 632. Good very fine.  

35  KINGS OF PARTHIA. Vologases IV, circa 147-191. Dichalkon (bronze, 3.14 g, 14 mm), Seleukeia on the Tigris, SE 475 = 163/4. Diademed bust of Vologases IV to left, wearing tiara; to left, EOY. Rev. Draped and turreted bust of Tyche to right; to right, A. Sellwood 84.144. Shore 632. Good fine.  

36  KINGS OF PARTHIA. Osroes I. Circa AD 109-129. Æ Chalkous (bronze, 1.14 g, 11 mm). Seleukeia on the Tigris mint. Dated SE 437 (AD 125/6). Diademed and draped bust left / Turreted and draped of Tyche right; ZΛY (date) before. Sellwood 80.20; Shore 624. Nearly very fine.  

37  KINGS OF PARTHIA. Uncertain king. Ae (bronze, 2.52 g, 16 mm). Bust left. Rev. Irregular series of dashes. Good very fine.  

38  ISLANDS OFF IONIA, Chios. 1st century BC. Ae (bronze, 2.55 g, 16 mm), Asmenos. Sphinx seated left; to left, aphlaston. Rev. XIOC / ACMЄNOC Amphora. RPC I 2424 var. SNG Copenhagen 1636 var. Very fine.  

39  ISLANDS OFF IONIA, Chios. 1st century BC. Ae (bronze, 3.00 g, 18 mm), Asmenos. Sphinx seated left; to left, aphlaston. Rev. XIOC / ACMЄNOC Amphora. RPC I 2424 var. SNG Copenhagen 1636 var. Nearly very fine.  

41 NABATAEA. Rabbel II, with Gamilat. AD 70-106. Ae (bronze, 2.46 g, 16 mm). Petra. Jugate, laureate busts of Rabbel and Gamilat, draped, right. Rev. Crossed cornucopias. Meshorer, Nabataea 163. Very fine

42 NABATAEA. Rabbel II, with Gamilat. AD 70-106. Ae (bronze, 2.95 g, 17 mm). Petra. Jugate, laureate busts of Rabbel and Gamilat, draped, right. Rev. Crossed cornucopias. Meshorer, Nabataea 163. Very fine


45 NABATAEA. Rabbel II, with Gamilat. AD 70-106. Ae (bronze, 2.06 g, 15 mm). Petra. Jugate, laureate busts of Rabbel and Gamilat, draped, right. Rev. Crossed cornucopias. Meshorer, Nabataea 163. Very fine


47 Greek coins. ca 2st cent. BC - 2nd cent. AD. Ae (bronze, 1.44 g, 13 mm). Bust facing. Rev. Bull kneeling to right. Very fine.

48 Greek coins. Ae (bronze, 0.60 g, 8.70 mm). Bust right. Rev. Bird with fish (?). Nearly very fine.
49  SELEUKID KINGS of SYRIA. Antiochos ?, cca 3rd - 2st cent. Ae (bronze, 3.17 g, 15 mm). Bust facing slightly to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ Nike (?) left. Nearly very fine.

50  Uncertain, cca 2st cent. BC - 2nd cent. AD. Ae (bronze, 0.97 g, 11 mm). Gorgoneion (?) facing. Rev. Pegasos to left. Fine.

51  INDIA, Mauryan Empire. Karshapana (silver, 2.53 g, 16 mm), circa 2nd century BC. Five punches: bull standing to right, sun, three-arched hill, six-armed symbol with arrows and taurines and an uncertain symbol. Rev. Banker's mark. Gupta & Hardaker 574. Very fine.

52  INDIA, Mauryan Empire. Karshapana (silver, 2.56 g, 16 mm), circa 2nd century BC. Five punches: three-arched hill, sun, six-armed symbol with arrows and taurines and two uncertain symbol. Rev. Banker's mark. Gupta and Hardaker series VIa 534. Very fine.

53  Post-Mauryan (Malwa), Ujjain. Uninscribed die-struck 'Damaru'-shaped copper coin, 200-150 BC. Ae (bronze, 3.78 g, 16 x 14 mm). Symbolic configuration, tree-in-railing to left, wheel with arrows as spokes to right. Rev. 'Ujjain' symbol. Very fine. Extremely rare.

54  Post-Mauryan (Malwa). Ujjain. AE (bronze, 9.22 g, 18 mm). Ujjain, circa 2nd century BC. Standing Shiva holding danda in right and kamandalu in left; sun above railed tree on left and six-armed symbol on right; taurine on top; river at bottom. Rev. Four-orbed Ujjain symbol. Pieper 267. Good fine. Rare.

55  Post-Mauryan (Malwa). Ujjain. AE square unit (bronze, 1.69 g, 13 x 12.7 mm), Ujjain, circa 2nd century BC. Standing Shiva holding danda in right and kamandalu in left; sun above railed tree on left and six-armed symbol on right; taurine on top; river at bottom. Rev. Four-orbed Ujjain symbol. Pieper -. Very fine. Very rare.


All prices are starting prices (EUR).
57 Post-Mauryan (Malwa). Ujjain. Anonymous Ae (bronze, 3.04 g, 18 mm) Siva (Lord Mahakal) standing facing, standing on hill, with Nandi bull to left. Rev. 4-orbed Ujjain symbol. Very fine. Unpublished and extremely rare variation with hill below Siva.

58 Gujarat. Saurashtra. Anonymous issues. Circa 130-1 BC. Ae (Bronze, 2.15 g, 12 mm). Swastika with taurine at the end of each arm. Rev. Standard with taurine on top; [six-armed symbol on left] and crude human figure on right; indradhvaja at the bottom. Pieper 428. Very fine.


60 Gujarat. Saurashtra. 1st century BC. Ae coin (bronze, 6.21 g, 20 mm). Standard with taurine on top; six-armed symbol on left and crude human figure on right; river below. Rev. Two tortoise and four taurine symbols. Pieper 432. Very fine. Rare.

61 Gujarat. Saurashtra. Uncertain. Ae unit (bronze, 1.48 g, 14 mm), possibly of a local dynasty from Kathiawad. Horse to right. Rev. Horse to right. Very fine. Very rare.

62 Eastern Chalukyas of Vengi, after Vishnuvardhana I (Vishama Siddhi), 6th century AD. Ae (copper, 3.51 g, 15 mm). Roaring Lion facing right with one foreleg raised, with tail curled on the back, Srivatsa in front, with Brahmi legend "Shri Vishama" Rev. Bold Srivatsa between two tridents. Unpublished. Very fine. Extremely rare.

63 Kingdom of Thanjavur-Maratha (India - Princely states). Av fanam (gold, 0.35 g, 8.50 mm). Dagger upright. Rev. Stylized lion. Issued during the reign of Maratha Kings of Tanjavur in South India from 1674 to 1855. KM-280. Extremely fine.

64 Kingdom of Thanjavur-Maratha (India - Princely states). Av fanam (gold, 0.39 g, 9 mm). Crescents and pellets. Pellets. 14th-18th century. Extremely fine.

All prices are starting prices (EUR).
65  INDIA, Kushan Empire. Vima Kadphises, circa 100-128. Drachm (bronze, 4.28 g, 18 mm). ΒΑϹΙΛΕΥϹ ΒΑϹΙΛΕΩϹ ΝΒΩ ΤΗΡ ΜΕΓΑϹ ΟΟΝΜΟ ΚΑΔΦΙϹΗϹ. Vima Kadphises standing facing, head to left, sacrificing over altar with his right hand; to right, club and tamgha; to left, trident with an axe on the shaft. Rev. Kharosthi legend around, Shiva standing facing, holding trident in his right hand and deer skin in his left; behind, the bull Nandi, his companion, standing left; in field to left, Buddhist triratana. Göbl 764. Nearly very fine.

66  INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 4.25 g, 17 mm). ΘΑΟ ΚΑΝΗΡΚΙ Kanishka I standing front, head to left, sacrificing with his right hand over altar and holding trident in his left. Rev. NANA Goddess Nana standing to right, nimbate, holding scepter in her right hand and box in her left; to lower left, tamgha. Göbl 806. Nearly very fine.

67  INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 4.02 g, 18 mm). ΘΑΟ ΚΑΝΗΡΚΙ Kanishka I standing front, head to left, sacrificing with his right hand over altar and holding trident in his left. Rev. NANA Goddess Nana standing to right, nimbate, holding scepter in her right hand and box in her left; to lower left, tamgha. Göbl 806. Nearly very fine.

68  INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 3.96 g, 18 mm). ΘΑΟ ΚΑΝΗΡΚΙ Kanishka I standing front, head to left, sacrificing with his right hand over altar and holding trident in his left. Rev. NANA Goddess Nana standing to right, nimbate, holding scepter in her right hand and box in her left; to lower left, tamgha. Göbl 806. Nearly very fine.

69  INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 4.37 mm, 17 mm). ΘΑΟ ΚΑΝΗΡΚΙ Kanishka I standing front, head to left, sacrificing with his right hand over altar and holding trident in his left. Rev. NANA Goddess Nana standing to right, nimbate, holding scepter in her right hand and box in her left; to lower left, tamgha. Göbl 806. Nearly very fine.

70  INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 4.97 g, 18 mm). ΘΑΟ ΚΑΝΗΡΚΙ Kanishka I standing front, head to left, sacrificing with his right hand over altar and holding trident in his left. Rev. NANA Goddess Nana standing to right, nimbate, holding scepter in her right hand and box in her left; to lower left, tamgha. Göbl 806. Nearly very fine.

71  INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 5.00 g, 17 mm). ΘΑΟ ΚΑΝΗΡΚΙ Kanishka I standing front, head to left, sacrificing with his right hand over altar and holding trident in his left. Rev. NANA Goddess Nana standing to right, nimbate, holding scepter in her right hand and box in her left; to lower left, tamgha. Göbl 806. Nearly very fine.
72 INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 3.88 g, 17 mm). ßAO ΚΑΝηρKI Kanishka I standing front, head to left, sacrificing with his right hand over altar and holding trident in his left. Rev. NANA Goddess Nana standing to right, nimbate, holding scepter in her right hand and box in her left; to lower left, tamgha. Göbl 806. Nearly very fine.

73 INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 4.56 g, 17 mm). ßAO ΚΑΝηρKI Kanishka I standing front, head to left, sacrificing with his right hand over altar and holding trident in his left. Rev. NANA Goddess Nana standing to right, nimbate, holding scepter in her right hand and box in her left; to lower left, tamgha. Göbl 806. Very fine.

74 INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 4.71 g, 19 mm). ßAO ΚΑΝηρKI Kanishka I standing front, head to left, sacrificing with his right hand over altar and holding trident in his left. Rev. NANA Goddess Nana standing to right, nimbate, holding scepter in her right hand and box in her left; to lower left, tamgha. Göbl 806. Fine.

75 INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 4.26 g, 17 mm). ßAO ΚΑΝηρKI Kanishka I standing front, head to left, sacrificing with his right hand over altar and holding trident in his left. Rev. NANA Goddess Nana standing to right, nimbate, holding scepter in her right hand and box in her left; to lower left, tamgha. Göbl 806. Very fine.

76 INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 3.77 g, 18 mm). ßAO ΚΑΝηρKI Kanishka I standing facing, head to left, sacrificing over altar with his right hand. Rev. OHÞO Oesho standing facing, nimbate, holding trident in his right hand and water-pot in his left. Göbl 813, MAC 3168. Nearly very fine.

77 INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 4.15 g, 17 mm). ßAO ΚΑΝηρKI Kanishka I standing facing, head to left, sacrificing over altar with his right hand. Rev. OHÞO Oesho standing facing, nimbate, holding trident in his right hand and water-pot in his left. Göbl 813, MAC 3168. Nearly very fine.

78 INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 4.44 gm 17 mm). ßAO ΚΑΝηρKI Kanishka I standing facing left, holding goad and standard, sacrificing over altar; flame at shoulder. Rev. MAO Mao, nimbate, standing left, raising hand; tamgha to left. MK 802. Nearly very fine.

79 INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 3.74 g, 17 mm). ßAO ΚΑΝηρKI Kanishka I standing facing left, holding goad and standard, sacrificing over altar; flame at shoulder. Rev. MAO Mao, nimbate, standing left, raising hand; tamgha to left. MK 802. Nearly very fine.
80  INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 4.76 g, 19 mm). ÞAO ΚΑΝηρKI Kanishka standing left, holding goad and standard, sacrificing over altar; flame at shoulder. Rev. MAO Mao, nimbate, standing left, raising hand; tamgha to left. MK 802. Nearly very fine.

81  INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 4.83 g, 17 mm). ÞAO ΚΑΝηρKI Kanishka standing left, holding goad and standard, sacrificing over altar; flame at shoulder. Rev. MAO Mao, nimbate, standing left, raising hand; tamgha to left. MK 802. Good fine.

82  INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 3.70 g, 17 mm). ÞAO ΚΑΝηρKI Kanishka I standing facing, head to left, sacrificing over altar with his right hand. Rev. MIYPO Nimbate Mithra standing facing, head to left, raising his right hand in salute; to left, tamgha. Göbl type 797. Very fine.

83  INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 3.76 g, 17 mm). ÞAO ΚΑΝηρKI Kanishka I standing facing, head to left, sacrificing over altar with his right hand. Rev. MIYPO Nimbate Mithra standing facing, head to left, raising his right hand in salute; to left, tamgha. Göbl type 797. Very fine.

84  INDIA, Kushan Empire. Kanishka I, circa 127-152. Drachm (bronze, 4.88 g, 19 mm). ÞAO ΚΑΝηρKI Kanishka I standing facing, head to left, sacrificing over altar with his right hand. Rev. MIYPO Nimbate Mithra standing facing, head to left, raising his right hand in salute; to left, tamgha. Göbl type 797. Very fine.

85  INDIA. Uncertain, (bronze, 2.43 g, 12x11 mm). Standing human figure, illegible legend. Rev. Lion-like animal left, illegible legend around. Nearly very fine.

86  INDIA. Uncertain, (bronze, 2.09 g, 14x10 mm). Human figure, illegible legend. Rev. Bull to right, illegible legend around. Nearly very fine.


All prices are starting prices (EUR).
88 SYRIA, Seleucis and Pieria. Antioch. Elagabalus, 218-222. As (brass, 3.87 g, 15 mm). Laureate bust right, slight drapery on far shoulder / S C; K above, A below, all within laurel wreath fastened at top with garland. McAlee 796. Very fine. 10


91 SYRIA, Seleucis and Pieria. Seleucia. Antoninus Pius, 138-161. Ae (brass, 10.31 g, 23 mm), ΑΥΤ ΚΑΙ ΤΙ ΑΔ ΑΙ ΑΔ ΑΝΤΩΝΕΙΝΟϹ ΨΕΒ (?) Laureate head of Antoninus Pius right. Rev. ΖΕΥϹ ΚΑϹΙΟϹ ΨΕΛΕΥΚΕΩΝ ΡΙΕΡΙΑϹ Temple with four columns enclosing sacred stone of Zeus Kasios; surmounting pediment, eagle; in upper right field, star. RPC 3819. Good fine. 10

92 SYRIA, Seleucis and Pieria. Pseudo-autonomous. Time of Hadrian, 117-138. Ae (brass, 3.18 g, 17 mm) ΑΝΤΙΟΧΕΩΝ ΜΗΤΡΟΠΟΛΕϹ laureate and draped bust of Apollo left. Rev. ΕΤΟΥ Γ ΖΟΠ, lyre. RPC 3755; McAlee 128(c); SNG Cop 121. Nearly very fine. Rare. 10

93 SYRIA, Seleucis and Pieria. Antioch. Philip I, 244-249. Ae (brass, 8.24 g, 25 mm), Issued 1, struck 244/7. ΑΥΤΟΚ ΚΑΙ ΜΑΙΟΥ ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟϹ ΨΕΒ, radiate and cuirassed bust of Philip I, right, seen from rear. Rev. ΑΝΤΙΟΧΕΩΝ ΜΗΤΡΟ ΡΟΛΑϹ, Δ Ε, S C, Tyche standing right, holding rudder and cornucopia. CRS 496a; McAlee 974, RPC unassigned 7499), 4 specimens. Nearly very fine. 10

94 SYRIA, Seleucis and Pieria. Antiochia ad Orontem. Trajan, 98-117. Ae (brass, 2.52 g, 16 mm). Struck 98-100. ΑΥΤ Κ ΝΕΡ ΤΡΑΙΑΝ ΨΕΒ ΓΕΡΜ, laureate head of Trajan right. Rev. ΔΗΜΑΡΧ ΨΕ ΥΠΑΤ Β; winged caduceus. Cf. SNG Cop. 188. Very fine. 10

95 SYRIA, Seleucis and Pieria. Antiochia ad Orontem. Trajan, 98-117. Ae (brass, 3.54 g, 17 mm). Struck 98-100. ΑΥΤ Κ ΝΕΡ ΤΡΑΙΑΝ ΨΕΒ ΓΕΡΜ, laureate head of Trajan right. Rev. ΔΗΜΑΡΧ ΨΕ ΥΠΑΤ Β; winged caduceus. Cf. SNG Cop. 188. Very fine. 10

All prices are starting prices (EUR).
96 SYRIA, Seleukis and Pieria. Apameia. 1st century BC. Ae (bronze, 3.40 g, 16.50 mm). Dated SE 240 (73/2 BC). Veiled head of Demeter to right, wreathed with grain ears. Rev. ΑΠΑΜΕΩΝ ΘΗΣ ΙΕΡΑΣ ΚΑΙ ΑΣΥΛΩΥ, large grain ear flanked by poppy heads; BA in outer left field, ΜΣ (date) to inner right. SNG Copenhagen -; HGC 9, 1428; DCA 411

97 SYRIA, Seleucis and Pieria. Gabala. Trajan. 98-117. Ae (bronze, 1.39 g, 15 mm). Laureate head right. Rev. Eagle standing left, with wings spread; star in left field; Cω in exergue. BMC 6; SNG Hunterian 3233 var. (star in rev. field). Nearly very fine. Rare. 10


100 Seleucis and Pieria. Beroea. Pseudo-autonomous issue, temp. Antoninus Pius, 138-161. Ae (bronze, 0.61 g, 10 mm). Veiled head of Tyche right, wearing mural crown. Rev. Β-Ε within wreath. Butcher 1. Nearly very fine. Rare. 10

101 SYRIA, Seleucis and Pieria. Beroea. Hadrian, 117-138. Chalkous (bronze, 0.62 gm 10 mm). ΑΥΤΟΚ ΚΑΙ ΤΡΑΙ ΑΔΡ Laureate head of Hadrian to right. Rev. Β-Ε Laurel branch, all within laurel wreath. RPC III 3435. Fine. Rare. 10


103 MESOPOTAMIA. Edessa. Kings of Osrhoene, Abgar VIII with Ma'nu, circa 177-212. Ae (bronze, 2.25 g, 15 mm). Diademed and draped bust of Abgar right, wearing tiara. Rev. Draped bust of Ma'nu right, wearing tiara. BMC 36. Very fine. Very rare. 30
104  MESOPOTAMIA. Edessa. Kings of Osrhoene, Abgar VIII with Ma’nu, circa 177-212. Ae (bronze, 1.90 g, 15 mm). Diademed and draped bust of Abgar right, wearing tiara. Rev. Draped bust of Ma’nu right, wearing tiara. BMC 36. Very fine. Very rare. 30

105  MESOPOTAMIA. Edessa. Kings of Osrhoene, Abgar X Phraates with Gordian III, 238-244. Diassarion (bronze, 5.78 g, 18 mm). ΑΥΤΟΚ Κ Μ ΑΝΤ ΓΟΡΔΙΑΝΟϹ ΚЄΒ Laureate head of Gordian III to right, with slight drapery on his left shoulder; in field to right, star. Rev. ΒΑϹΙΛΕΥϹ [ΑΒΓΑΡΟϹ] Crowned and draped bust of Abgar X to right; star behind. BMC 144. SNG Copenhagen 225. Very fine. 10

106  MESOPOTAMIA. Edessa. Macrinus, 217-218. Ae (bronze, 4.31 g, 19 mm) ΑΥ Κ Μ ΟϹ ΜΑΚΡΙΝΟϹ. Laureate, draped, cuirassed and bearded bust of Macrinus right. Rev: Ο Μ ΕΔΕϹϹΑ. Tyche to right within laurel wreath. BMC 47-51 var. Nearly very fine. Rare. 10

107  MESOPOTAMIA. Carrhae. Elagabalus, 218-222. Ae (bronze, 3.20 g, 17 mm) ΑΥΤΟΚ Κ Μ ΑΝΤΩΝΙΝΟϹ (?) Radiate, draped and cuirassed bust of Elagabalus to right, seen from behind. Rev. ΚΑΡ ΚΟ ΜΕ crescent with pendant fillets placed upon base. BMC 9. Fine. 10

108  MESOPOTAMIA. Carrhae. Elagabalus, 218-222. Ae (bronze, 2.04 g, 15 mm) [ΑΝΤΩ ΚΕΒ?] Radiate, draped and cuirassed bust of Elagabalus to right, seen from behind. Rev. ΚΑΡΡ ΚΟΛ Μ (?) Filleted crescent; above, star; below, small globe. BMC 10-11 (as Caracalla) var. Fine. 10


110  MESOPOTAMIA. Edessa. Elagabalus, 218-222. Ae (bronze, 2.56 g, 15 mm). ΑΥΤΟ ΚΑΙϹ Μ ΑΥΡ Laureate head of Elagabalus to left. Rev. ΚΟΛω ΜΑΡ ΕΔΕϹϹΑ (or similar) Veiled, turreted and draped bust of Tyche to left. BMC 73. Nearly very fine. 10

111  MESOPOTAMIA. Edessa. Elagabalus, 218-222. Ae (bronze, 3.19 g, 17 mm). ΑΥΤΟ ΚΑΙϹ Μ ΑΥΡ Laureate head of Elagabalus to left. Rev. ΚΟΛω ΜΑΡ ΕΔΕϹϹΑ (or similar) Veiled, turreted and draped bust of Tyche to left. BMC 73. Nearly very fine. 10
112  COMMAGENE. Samosata. Hadrian Ae (bronze, 5.18 g, 21 mm), dated 134/5. AΔPIANOC CEBA ET ΙΘ, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust to right. Rev. ΦΛΑ CAMO ΜΗΤΡΟ ΚΟΜ in four lines within wreath. RPC III 3423; Very Fine. Rare.  

113  COMMAGENE. Zeugma. Antoninus Pius, 138–161. Ae (bronze, 10.80 g, 24 mm). ΑΥΤο ΚΑΙ ΤΙ ΑΛΙ ΑΔΡΙΑΝΤΙ ΑΛΤΩΝΕΙΝΟϹ ΕΥϹΒΑΙϹ Radiate head of Antoninus right. Rev. temple with four columns; before, colonnaded peribolos containing grove; all in laurel wreath. RPC Online 9030. Very fine. Very rare.  


115  JUDAEA. First Jewish War, 67/68. Ae Prutah (bronze, 1.89 g, 16 mm), dated Year 2. 'Year two' in Paleo-Hebrew, amphora with broad rim and two handles. Rev. Hebrew legend "Cheruth Zion" (Freedom of Zion) around vine leaf with small branch and tendril. Hendin 1360. Fine.  

116  JUDAEA. First Jewish War, 67/68. Ae Prutah (bronze, 3.10 g, 17 mm), dated Year 2. 'Year two' in Paleo-Hebrew, amphora with broad rim and two handles. Rev. Hebrew legend "Cheruth Zion" (Freedom of Zion) around vine leaf with small branch and tendril. Hendin 1360. Fine.  

117  JUDAEA. First Jewish War, 67/68. Ae Prutah (bronze, 2.14 g, 16 mm), dated Year 2. 'Year two' in Paleo-Hebrew, amphora with broad rim and two handles. Rev. Hebrew legend "Cheruth Zion" (Freedom of Zion) around vine leaf with small branch and tendril. Hendin 1360. Fine.  

118  JUDAEA. First Jewish War, 67/68. Ae Prutah (bronze, 2.50 g, 17 mm), dated Year 2. 'Year two' in Paleo-Hebrew, amphora with broad rim and two handles. Rev. Hebrew legend "Cheruth Zion" (Freedom of Zion) around vine leaf with small branch and tendril. Hendin 1360. Near Very Fine.  


121 BITHYNIA. Iuliopolis. Gordian III, 238-244. Ae (bronze, 1.97 g, 17 mm). M ΑΝΤ ΠΟΡΔΙΑΝΟϹ ΑΥΓ radiate, draped and cuirassed bust of Gordian III, r. Rev. ΙΟΥΛΙΟΠΟΛΕΙΤΩΝ three standards; central one topped by eagle flanked by two standards topped by crowns. Rec 56; RPC unassigned; ID 19753. Good fine.


123 CAPPADOCIA. Caesarea-Eusebia. Severus Alexander. 222-235. Ae (bronze, 6.10 g, 21 mm). ΑΥ Κ ΤΕΟΥ ΑΛƐΞΑΝΔ, laureate head right, slight drapery. Rev. ΜΗΤΡΟΠ ΚΑΙCA, three grain ears; ΕΣ (date). RPC 6848. Good fine.


125 EGYPT. Alexandria. Domitian, 81-96. Ae Diobol (bronze, 5.77 g, 25 mm). Dated RY 5 (AD 85/6). Laureate head right . Rev. Draped bust of Zeus Ammon right, wearing disk atop head and horn; ΕΣΟΥΣ ΠΕΜΗΤΟΥ around. RPC 2513; Dattari (Savio) 534, 6763-5; Nearly very fine. Rare.

126 CILICIA. Tarsus. Pupienus. 238. Ae (bronze, 16.24 g, 36 mm). Laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right / Hercules wrestling the giant Antaeus, whom he is lifting off the ground. SNG France 1639; RPC 3325. Fine. Rare.

128 CILICIA. Olba. Ajax, High Priest and Toparch, ca. 10-16 AD. Ae (bronze, 7.49 g, 20 mm). Draped bust of Ajax right, wearing cap. Rev. ΑΡΧΙΕΡΕΩΣ ΤΟΠΑΡΧΟΥ ΚΕΝΝΑΤ ΛΑΛΑΣ ΕΠΙ ΔΙΟΔΩ, ET E in six lines; triskeles at center. RPC-3732. Very fine. Rare. 20

129 CILICIA. Aegeae. Herennius Etruscus as Caesar, 249-251. Ae (bronze, 12.87 g, 28 mm). Dated CY 297 (250/1). Radiate and draped bust of Herennius Etruscus right. Rev. Draped bust of Asclepios right; serpent staff before. RPC 1456. Fine. Rare. 10

130 CILICIA. Aegeae. Philip II, 247-249. Ae (bronze, 7.70 g, 24 mm). Laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right. Rev. Tyche seated left, holding temple; at feet to left, goat kneeling left, head right; BHC (date) in left field. SNG France 2375 corr. (Philip I) ; SNG Levante -. Good fine, rough surface. 10

131 CILICIA. Anazarbus. Gordian III, 238-244. Ae (bronze, 8.36 g, 23 mm). Radiate, draped, and cuirassed bust right, seen from behind. Rev. The Three Graces; thymiaterion to left. Ziegler 685 (Vs1/Rs1); SNG France -; SNG Levante. Cf. CNG 230, lot 211. Fine. 10

132 CILICIA. Mopsos. Pseudo-autonomous. Time of Claudius (41-54). Ae (bronze, 3.16 g ,18 mm), dated Year 119 (=51/1). Obv: ΘΙΡ. Laureate head of Apollo right. Rev: ΜΟΨΕΑΤΩΝ ΤΗΣ ΙΕΡΑΣ / KAI / AYTONOMOY. Artemis standing facing, head right, holding bow and drawing arrow. RPC I 4057. Nearly very fine. 10

133 CILICIA OR NORTHERN SYRIA. Uncertain Caesarea. Claudius, 41-54. Ae (bronze, 4.25 g, 19 mm). ΚΛΑΥΔΙΟΣ CAICAP Laureate head of Claudius to right. Rev. ETOYC KAICAPEΩΝ Γ Turreted, veiled and draped bust of the Tyche of Caesarea to right. RPC I 4084 (Uncertain location, possibly in Cilicia). SNG Copenhagen 177 (Caesarea in Cappadocia). SNG von Aulock 6348 (Caesarea in Cappadocia). Nearly very fine. 10

134 PALMYRENE. Palmyra. Pseudo-autonomous issue. 2nd-3rd centuries AD. Ae (bronze, 1.75 g, 11 mm). Busts of Baal left, Yarhibol (Aglibol?) right, confronted. Rev. Bull standing right, head facing; above, crescent. De Saulcy p. 61, 8 pl. XXV, 25.. Very fine. Very rare. 40


All prices are starting prices (EUR).

137  Uncertain. Ae (bronze, 1.89 g, 12 mm). Bust right. Rev. Bust left. Very fine.

138  ROMAN REPUBLIC. Mark Antony. 32-31 BC. Ae Denarius (bronze, 2.00 g, 16 mm), contemporary imitation. Legioary issue, mint moving with Antony in Greece (Patrae?). ANT AVG-III VIR R P C, war galley under oar right with triple ram prow and scepter tied with fillet. Reverse: LEG-II, legioary eagle (aquila) between two standards (signa). Crawford 544/14; CRI 349 for prototype. Good fine.

139  ROMAN REPUBLIC. Octavian, 44-27 BC. Ae (bronze, 2.32 g, 20 mm), Italian mint (Rome?), struck 30-29 BC. Bare head of Octavian to right. Rev. IMP - CAESAR lthyphallic boundary-stone of Jupiter Terminus, surmounted by laureate head of Octavian facing, on thunderbolt. Temporary imitation? For prototype BMC 628. Cohen 114. RIC 269a. Nearly very fine.

140  Augustus, 27 BC–14 AD, Asia Minor. As (bronze, 9.67 g, 24 mm) Pergamum, circa 27 BC. Head of Augustus, bare, right. Rev. Large CA within wreath. RIC 495. Very fine. Rare.

141  Claudius, 41-54. Quadrans (copper, 2.68 g, 13 mm), Rome, 41 AD. TI CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG Hand to left holding scales; below, P N R. Rev. PON M TR P IMP COS DES IT around large S C. BMC 174. RIC 85. Very fine.

142  Nero, 54-68. Quadrans (bronze, 1.96 g, 15 mm). Rome struck circa AD 64. NERO CLAV CAE AVG Owl, with wings spread, standing facing on rectangular altar. Rev. GER P M TR P IMP P P S C Olive branch upright. RIC I 258. Somewhat rough, otherwise nearly very fine.

143  Domitian, 81-96. Quadrans (bronze, 1.95 g, 16 mm), Rome. Rhinoceros advancing right. Rev. IMP DOMIT AVG GERM. Large S • C. RIC 248. Nearly very fine.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>145</strong></td>
<td>Trajan, 98-117. Half Quadrans (bronze, 1.05 g, 10 mm). Rome, for use in Syria, 116. Laureate and draped bust of Trajan to right, seen from behind. Rev. S C within wreath. McAlee 526. RPC 3681. Very fine. Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>146</strong></td>
<td>Trajan, 98-117. Semis (orichalcum, 3.84 g, 19 mm), Rome, for use in Syria, 116. IMP CAES NER TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG GERM Radiate bust of Trajan to right, with slight drapery on his left shoulder. Rev. DAC PARTHICO P M TR POT XX COS VI P P around large S C within wreath. RIC 649. Very fine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>147</strong></td>
<td>Hadrian, 117-138. As (orichalcum, 8.11 g, 23 mm), Rome, for circulation in Syria, circa 124-125. HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of Hadrian to right, seen from behind. Rev. COS III / S - C Lyre. RIC 757. Very fine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>148</strong></td>
<td>Severus Alexander. 222-235. Ae Denarius (bronze, 3.37 g, 19 mm). Antioch, AD 222. IMP C M AVR SEV ALEXAND AVG, laureate and draped bust right. Rev. P M TR P COS, Fortuna standing left, holding rudder set on globe and cornucopia; star to upper left. RIC IV 264 for prototype. Possibly contemporary imitation. Very fine. Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>149</strong></td>
<td>Macrianus, usurper, 260-261. Antoninianus (billon, 3.61 g, 20 mm), Samosata IMP C FVL MACRIANVS P F AVG: Bust of Macrianus, radiate, cuirassed, right. Rev. FORT REDVX: Fortuna, draped, seated left, holding rudder in right hand and cornucopiae in left hand; sometimes at foot, wheel. RIC 7 Very fine. Very rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>150</strong></td>
<td>Macrianus, usurper, 260-261. Antoninianus (billon, 4.39, 25 mm), Samosata. IMP C FVL MACRIANVS P F AVG Radiate and cuirassed bust of Macrianus to right. Rev. SPES PVBLICA Spes advancing left, holding flower in her right hand and raising skirt with her left; to left, star. MIR 1743b. RIC 13. Very fine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>151</strong></td>
<td>Macrianus, usurper, 260-261. Antoninianus (billon, 3.85, 21 mm), Samosata. IMP C FVL MACRIANVS P F AVG Radiate and cuirassed bust of Macrianus to right. Rev. ROMAE AETERNAE Roma seated left, holding Victory in her right hand and spear in her left. RIC 11. Very fine.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Carus, 282-283. Antoninianus (silvered bronze, 3.52 g, 22 mm), Siscia. IMP C M AVR CARVS P F AVG Radiate and cuirassed bust of Carus to right. Rev. RESTITTVTOR ORBIS / * / II / XXI Oriens figure, on the left, standing right, presenting wreath to emperor, on the right, standing left, extending his right hand and holding long scepter in his left. RIC 106. Good very fine.  

Maximianus, 286-305. Antoninianus (silvered bronze, 3.29 g, 20 mm), Antioch, struck 296. IMP C M AVR VAL MAXIMIANVS P AVG, radiate, draped, and cuirassed bust right. Rev. CONCORDIA MILITVM Emperor standing right receiving Victory on globe from Jupiter, standing left and holding sceptre; * between them, Z below star; ANT in exergue. RIC VI 60b. Very fine.  

Severus II, as Caesar, Nummus (bronze, 8.81 g, 27 mm). Antioch, circa AD 305. FL VAL SEVERVS NOB CAES, laureate head right. Rev. GENIO POPVLI ROMANI, Genius, wearing modius, nude, chlamys draped over left shoulder, standing left, pouring liquid from patera in right hand and holding cornucopiae in left hand, A in right field; ANT: in exergue. RIC 75a. Very fine. Rare.  

Constantine I, 307/10-337. Follis (bronze, 3.49 g, 13 mm), Rome. CONSTANTIVS AVG. Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust left, holding spear and shield. Rev. VIRTVS AVGG / P - R / RP. Camp gate with four towers and open doors. RIC -. Cf. Naumann 101, lot 827. Good very fine. Very rare.  

Constantine I, 307/310-337. Follis (bronze, 1.40 g, 17 mm), Rome, struck 312-313. IMP CONSTANTIVS P F AVG Laurate and cuirassed bust of Constantine I to the right. Rev. PACI PERPET / XII Pax standing left, holding branch in right hand and signum with left. RT in exergue. RIC 357 Very fine. Rare.  

Constantine I, 307/310-337. Half Follis (bronze, 1.52 g, 18 mm), Rome, struck 313. IMP CONSTANTINVS P F AVG Bare head of Constatine I to right. Rev. FVNDAT PACIS / RP Mars advancing right, head turned to left, dragging captive by hair with his right hand and holding trophy over shoulder with his left. RIC 12. Nearly very fine. Rare.  

Constantine I, 307/10-337. Follis (bronze, 2.78 g, 18 mm). Rome, struck 318-319. CONSTANTINVS AVG, helmeted and cuirassed bust right. Rev. PAX PERPETVVA Pax standing front, looking left, legs crossed, holding olive branch and scepter, leaning on column to right, P-R in fields; RQ in exergue. RIC 143. Very fine. Very rare.
160  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Follis (bronze, 3.43 g, 20 mm). Rome, struck 318-319. CONSTANTINVS AVG Helmed, laurate and cuirassed bust of Constantine I to the right; two stars on helmet. Rev. VIRTVS AVG / P - R Camp gate with three turrets and closed doors, RQ. In exergue. RIC 176. Very fine. Very rare. 20

161  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Follis (bronze, 2.52 g, 17 mm), Ticinum. IMP CONSTANTINVS MAX AVG Laureate, helmed and cuirassed bust of Constantine to right. Rev. VICTORIAE LAETAE PRINC PERP Two Victoriae standing facing one another, supporting between them shield inscribed VOT/P R in two lines above small columnar decorated with a cross. P T in exergue. RIC 86. Very fine. 10

162  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Follis (bronze, 3.23 g, 20 mm), Treveri. IMP CONSTANTINVS AVG. Laureate and cuirassed bust right. Rev. SOLI INVICTO COMITI / T - F / BTR. Sol standing right, head left, holding globe and raising hand. RIC 159. Very fine. 10

163  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Nummus (bronze, 2.49 g, 19 mm), Ticinum, 326. CONSTANTINVS AVG, laurate head right. Rev. D N CONSTANTINI MAX AVG, camp gate with six rows, the top row decorated with pellets, no doors and two turrets; star above, T[crescent]T in exergue. RIC 198. Rare. Very fine. 10

164  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Follis (bronze, 2.32 g, 18 mm), Siscia. CONSTANTINVS AVG Helmed, draped and cuirassed bust of Constantine I to right. Rev. VIRTVS EXERCIT / S - F / HL Vexillum inscribed VOT / XX between two captives; in left field, captive seated to left, his hands bound behind his back; in right field, captive seated to right, his hands unbound, raising his head towards vexillum. ASIS in exergue. RIC 127. Very fine. 10

165  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Follis (Bronze, 3.54 g, 18 mm), Constantinople, 327-328. CONSTANTINVS MAX AVG Rosette-diademed head of Constantine I to right. Rev. GLORIA ROMANORVM / Z / CONS Roma seated left on round shield, holding Victory on globe in her right hand and spear in her left. RIC 23. Very fine. 10

166  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Follis (bronze, 2.70 g, 19 mm), Constantinople, AD 327. CONSTANTINVS MAX AVG, diademed head right / LIBERTAS PVBLICA, Victory standing facing on galley, head left, holding wreath in each hand; E in left field, CONS in exergue. RIC 25. Very fine. 10

167  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Follis (bronze, 2.85 g, 20 mm), Constantinople, struck 328-329. CONSTANTINVS MAX AVG Laurel and rosette-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust of Constantine to right. Rev. CONSTANTINIANA DAFNE / CONS Victory seated left on cippus, her head turned to right, holding palm frond with each hand; to left, bound captive seated left, at base of trophy. RIC 35. Very fine. 10
168  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Follis (bronze, 3.34 g, 21 mm), Constantinople, struck 328-329. CONSTANTINVS MAX AVG Laurel and rosette-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust of Constantine to right. Rev. CONSTANTINIANA DAFNE / CONS Victory seated left on cippus, her head turned to right, holding palm frond with each hand; to left, bound captive seated left, at base of trophy. RIC 35. Very fine.

169  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Follis (bronze, 2.34 g, 19 mm), Constantinople, struck 328-329. CONSTANTINVS MAX AVG Laurel and rosette-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust of Constantine to right. Rev. CONSTANTINIANA DAFNE / CONS Victory seated left on cippus, her head turned to right, holding palm frond with each hand; to left, bound captive seated left, at base of trophy. RIC 35. Very fine.

170  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Follis (bronze, 3.74 g, 19 mm), Nicomedia. CONSTANTINVS AVG Laureate head right. Rev. PROVIDENTIAE AVGG Camp gate, with two turrets, star above; SMNΔ in exergue. RIC 90. Very fine.


172  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Follis (bronze, 2.35 g, 18 mm), Antioch, struck 325-326. CONSTANTINVS AVG Laureate head right. Rev. PROVIDENTIAE AVGG Camp gate with no doors and two turrets, star above; SMANTA. RIC VII 63. Very fine.

173  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Follis (bronze, 4.64 g, 21 mm), Alexandria, struck 312-3. FL VALER CONSTANTINVS P F AVG Head laureate r. Rev. GENIO - AVGVSTI Genius standing I. holding head of Serapis and cornucopia, star before his head and palm branch at his feet, N - A across field, ALE in exergue. RIC 161. Very fine.

174  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Nummus (bronze, 3.34 g, 19 mm) ,Thessalonica, struck 324; CONSTAN - TINVS AVG, laureate head r., Rev. D N CONSTANTINI MAX AVG, within laurel wreath VOT / XX; below, TSAVI. RIC 123. Very fine.

175  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Nummus (bronze, 3.34 g, 19 mm) ,Thessalonica, struck 324; CONSTAN - TINVS AVG, laureate head r., Rev. D N CONSTANTINI MAX AVG, within laurel wreath VOT / XX; below, TSAVI. RIC 123. Very fine.

All prices are starting prices (EUR).
176 Constantine I, 307/310-337. Nummus (bronze, 3.01 g, 20 mm), Thessalonica, struck 324; CONSTAN - TINV AVG, laureate head r., Rev. D N CONSTANTINI MAX AVG, within laurel wreath VOT / XX; below, TSEVI. RIC 123. Very fine.  

177 Constantine I, 307/310-337. Nummus (bronze, 3.02 g, 19 mm), Thessalonica, struck 324; CONSTAN - TINV AVG, laureate head r., Rev. D N CONSTANTINI MAX AVG, within laurel wreath VOT / XX; below, TSEVI. RIC 123. Very fine.  

178 Constantine I, 307/310-337. Nummus (bronze, 2.86 g, 18 mm), Thessalonica, struck 324; CONSTAN - TINV AVG, laureate head l., Rev. D N CONSTANTINI MAX AVG, within laurel wreath VOT / X; below, TSEVI. RIC 123. Very fine.  

179 Constantine I, 307/310-337. Nummus (bronze, 3.42 g, 18 mm), Thessalonica, struck 324; CONSTAN - TINV AVG, laureate head r., Rev. D N CONSTANTINI MAX AVG, within laurel wreath VOT / XX; below, TSTVI. RIC 123. Very fine.  


182 Constantine I, 307/310-337. Nummus (Bronze, 2.50 g, 19 mm), Heraclea, 324. CONSTAN - TINV AVG Laureate head of Constantine to right. Rev. D N CONSTANTINI MAX AVG around wreath containing VOT / XX/ *; below, SMHA. RIC 60. Very fine.  

183 Constantine I, 307/310-337. Nummus (Bronze, 4.03 g, 19 mm), Heraclea, 324. CONSTAN - TINV AVG Laureate head of Constantine to right. Rev. D N CONSTANTINI MAX AVG around wreath containing VOT / XX/ *; below, SMHA. RIC 60. Very fine.  

All prices are starting prices (EUR).
184  Constantine I, 307/310-337. Nummus (Bronze, 4.03 g, 19 mm), Nicomedia. IMP C FL VAL CONSTANTINVS P F AVG: Bust of Constantine I, radiate, draped, cuirassed. Rev. IOVI CONS-ERVATORI: Jupiter, nude, chlamys draped across left shoulder, standing left, holding Victory on globe in right hand and leaning on eagle-tipped sceptre with left hand; to left, eagle holding wreath; to right, captive. X/IIF in right field, in exergue SMNA. RIC 43. Very fine. Rare. 10

185  Divus Constantine I, died 337. Follis (Bronze, 1.72 g, 14 mm), Antioch. DV CONSTANTINVS P T AVG: Veiled head of Divus Constantine I to right. Rev. Divus Constantine I, veiled and togate, driving quadriga to right, extending his right hand toward manus Dei above and holding reins in his left; in field above, star; in exergue, SMANS. RIC 37. Neary very fine. 10

186  Divus Constantine I, died 337. Follis (Bronze, 1.79 g, 15 mm), Antioch. Alexandria, struck 347-348. D V CONSTANTINVS P T AVGG, veiled head to right. Rev. Deified Emperor standing to right; VN-MR across fields, SMALA in exergue. RIC VIII 32. Very fine. 10

187  Maximinus II Daia, 310-313. Follis (bronze, 5.71 g, 20 mm), Antioch. IMP C GAL VAL MAXIMINVS P F AVG: Laureate head right. Rev. GENIO AVGVSTI / * / E / ANT. Genius standing left with Victory on globe and cornucopia. RIC 162b. Very fine. 10

188  Licinius I, 308-324. Follis (bronze, 3.23 g, 22 mm), Siscia, 313-315. IMP LIC LICINIVS P F AVG: Laureate head of Licinius I to right. Rev. IOVI CON-SERVATORI / B / SIS Jupiter standing front, head to left, holding Victory on globe in his right hand and long scepter in his left; at his feet, eagle to left, holding wreath in beak. RIC 8. Very fine. 10

189  Licinius I., 308-324. Follis (bronze, 4.14 g, 22 mm), Heraclea, struck 312. IMP C VAL LIC LICINIVS P F AVG, laureate head right. Rev. IOVI CONSERVATORI, Jupiter standing left, holding Globus Terrarrum and scepter; wreath in left field; HTA in exergue. RIC 65. Very fine. 10

190  Licinius I, 308-324. Follis (Bronze, 3.37 g, 21 mm), Siscia, 313-315. IMP LIC LICINIVS P F AVG Laureate head of Licinius I to right. Rev. IOVI CON-SERVATORI / Δ / SIS Jupiter standing front, head to left, holding Victory on globe in his right hand and long scepter in his left; at his feet, eagle to left, holding wreath in beak. RIC 8. Very fine. 10

191  Licinius II, Caesar, 317 – 324. Follis (bronze, 2.63 g, 18 mm), Nicomedia 317-320. DN VAL LICIN LICINIVS NOB C Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust r. Rev. PROVIDENTIAE CAESS Jupiter standing facing, head l., holding victory on globe and sceptre; in field, palm-branch — pellet / B and in exergue, SMN. C 37. RIC 34. Very fine. 10

All prices are starting prices (EUR).
192 Licinius II, Caesar, 317 – 324. Follis (bronze, 3.32 g, 19 mm), Nicomedia 317-320. DN VAL LICIN LICINIVS NOB C Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust r. Rev. PROVIDENTIAE CAESS Jupiter standing facing, head l., holding victory on globe and sceptre; in field, palm-branch — pellet / Δ and in exergue, SMN. C 37. RIC 34. Very fine.

193 Licinius II, Caesar, 317-324. Follis (Bronze, 3.86 g, 20 mm), Heraclea 321 - 324. DN VAL LICIN LICINIVS NOB C helmeted and cuirassed bust of Licinius II to left, holding shield over his left shoulder and a spear over his right shoulder. Rev. IOVI CONSERVATORI, Jupiter standing facing head to left, holding eagle-tipped scepter with his left hand and Victory on globe with his extended right; at his feet to left, eagle to left head to right, presenting wreath to Jupiter; to right, bound captive seated on ground to right. X/IIΓ in right field, in exergue SMHΓ. RIC VII 54. Very fine.

194 Helena, 324-328/30. Follis (Bronze, 1.51 g, 15 mm), Constantinopolis, 330. FL IVL HELENAE AVG Diademed and draped bust of Helena to right. Rev. PAX PVBLICA• Pax standing front, head to left, holding branch in her right hand and scepter with her left, / CONSE in exergue. RIC 33. Nearly very fine.

195 Helena, 324-335. Nummus (bronze, 2.97 g, 18 mm). Antioch, AD 327-328. FL HELENA AVGVSTA, diademed and mantled bust to right, wearing necklace. Rev. SECVRITAS REIPVBLICE, Securitas standing facing, head to left, lowering branch and raising robe with right hand; SMKΓ in exergue. RIC VII 39

196 Helena, 324-335. Nummus (bronze, 2.26 g, 19 mm). Nicomedia, AD 327-328. FL HELENA AVGVSTA, diademed and mantled bust to right, wearing necklace. Rev. SECVRITAS REIPVBLICE, Securitas standing facing, head to left, lowering branch and raising robe with right hand; SMNA in exergue. RIC 129

197 Crispus, Caesar, 317-326. Follis (bronze, 2.90 g, 20 mm), Aquileia. CRISPVS NOB CAES, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust right. Rev. PRINCIPIA IVVENTVTIS, Crispus in military dress standing left, holding reversed spear and resting hand on shield; AQT in exergue. Nearly very fine.

198 Crispus, Caesar, 317-326. Follis (bronze, 2.85 g, 19 mm), Ticinum, 317-318. IVL CRISPVS NOB CAES, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust right. Rev. PRINCIPIA IVVENTVTIS, Crispus in military dress standing left, holding reversed spear and resting hand on shield; P in left field, PT in exergue. RIC 73. Nearly very fine.
199  Crispus, Caesar, 317-326. Nummus (bronze, 3.09 g, 19 mm). Rome, struck 318-319. CRISPVS NOB CAES, laureate and cuirassed bust to left, holding spear and shield; shield embossed with gorgoneion. Rev. PROVIDENTIAE CAESS, camp gate with eight rows, open doors and four turrets; R-P across field, RS in exergue. Nearly very fine. Extremely rare.  

200  Crispus, Caesar, 316-326. Follis (bronze, 2.77 g, 19 mm), Siscia. IVL CRISPVS NOB C. Laureate head right. Rev. CAESARVM NOSTRORVM / ASIS*. VOT / X in two lines within wreath. RIC 165. Very fine.  

201  Crispus, Caesar, 316-326. Follis (bronze, 3.17 g, 19 mm), Arelate. CRISPVS - NOB CAES. Laureate head right. Rev. CAESARVM NOSTRORVM / T(crescent)A. VOT / V within a laurel wreath, RIC 165. Very fine.  

202  Crispus, Caesar, 316-326. Follis (bronze, 3.01 g, 19 mm) Aquileia. CRISPVS NOB CAES. Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust right. Rev. CAESARVM NOSTRORVM. VOT / V in two lines within wreath; •AQS•. RIC 87. Very fine.  

203  Crispus, Caesar, 317-326. Follis (bronze, 3.11 g, 19 mm) Cyzicus. Struck 324-325. FL IVL CRISPVS NOB CAES, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust left. Rev. CAESARVM NOSTRORVM, VOT X in two lines within wreath, TSAVI in exergue. RIC 125. Very fine.  

204  Constantine II, as Caesar. 317-337 AD. Follis (bronze, 2.94 g, 18.60 mm). Siscia, struck 321-324. CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C, laureate head right. Rev. CAESARVM NOSTRORVM, VOT X in two lines within wreath; ΓSIS (palm). RIC VII 176  

205  Constantine II, Caesar, 316-337. Follis (bronze, 3.07 g, 19 mm), Siscia. CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C, laureate bust right. Rev. CAESARVM NOSTRORVM: VOT/X within a laurel wreath; ESIS * in exergue. RIC 176. Very fine.  

206  Constantine II, Caesar, 316-337. Follis (bronze, 3.07 g, 19 mm), Siscia. CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C, laureate bust right. Rev. CAESARVM NOSTRORVM: VOT/X within a laurel wreath; ESIS * in exergue. RIC 176. Very fine.
207  Constantine II, as Caesar, 316-337. Follis (Bronze, 2.33 g, 19 mm), Thessalonica, 318-319. CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of Constantine II to right. Rev. VOT V / MVLT X / CAESS / TSB in four lines within wreath. RIC 44. Nearly very fine. Rare.

208  Constantine II, Caesar, 316-337. Follis (Bronze, 1.52 g, 19 mm), Antioch, struck 324-325. Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of Constantine II facing with his head turned to left. Rev. CONStan/TVS/CAESAR in three lines; above, star / SMANTA. RIC 58. Very fine.

209  Constans, 337-350. Follis (Bronze, 2.00 g, 15 mm), Antioch, struck 335-337. CONSTANS AVG Laureate and cuirassed bust of Constans to right. Rev. GLORIA EXERCITVS / SMANΘ. two soldiers standing on either side of military standard, each with spear and shield. RIC 47. Very fine.

210  Constantius II, 337-361. Follis (Bronze, 2.33 g, 21 mm), Cyzicus, struck 348-350. DN CONStan-TIVS P F AVG Pearl-diademed, draped and cuirassed bust of Constantius II to left, holding globe in his right hand. Rev. FEL TEMP REPARATIO. Constantius II, in military attire, standing front, head to left, holding labarum in his right hand and placing his left on shield set on ground; before him to left, two captives. SMKΓ in exergue. RIC 70. Very fine.

211  Constantius II, 337-361. AE (Bronze, 5.52 g, 24 mm), Cyzicus, struck 348-350. DN CONStan-TIVS P F AVG Diademed, draped and cuirassed bust of Constantius I to right, seen from front. Rev. FEL TEMP REPARATIO Soldier holding shield, spearing fallen horseman; in field to left, star. SMKE in exergue. RIC 67. Very fine.

212  Constantius II, 337-361. AE (Bronze, 2.94 g, 18 mm), Thessalonica, 348-350. DN CONSTA-NS PF AVG, Pearl-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust right. Rev. FEL TEMP REPARATIO, Emperor standing left on galley, holding labarum signed with christogram and phoenix set on globe, Victory seated in rear steering galley with rudder; TESA in exergue. RIC 109. Nearly very fine

213  Constantius II, 337-361. AE (Bronze, 1.58 g, 14 mm). Antioch. Pearl-diademed, draped and cuirassed bust r. R/ Two soldiers holding spears and shields with one standard between them; SMANZ. RIC VIII 49. Nearly very fine.

214  Commemorative Series, Nummus (bronze, 1.72 g, 16 mm). Struck under Constantius II and Constans in Rome, AD 348. [ROMA, helmeted and draped bust of Roma right]. Rev. Virtus standing facing in military attire, head right, holding spear and shield; P-R across fields. RIC 104; Vagi 3049. Converted into a gaming token or weight. Very fine. Rare.
215 Hanniballianus. Rex Regum, 335-337. Follis (bronze, 1.08 g, 15 mm). Constantinople, struck AD 336-337. Bareheaded, draped, and cuirassed bust right. Rev. Euphrates reclining right, leaning on scepter; urn at side, reed in background; CONSS in exergue. RIC VII 147; LRBC 1036. Nearly very fine. 20

216 Hanniballianus. Rex Regum, 335-337. Follis (bronze, 1.32 g, 16 mm). Constantinople, struck AD 336-337. Bareheaded, draped, and cuirassed bust right. Rev. Euphrates reclining right, leaning on scepter; urn at side, reed in background; CONSS in exergue. RIC VII 147; LRBC 1036. Very fine. 30

217 Procopius. Usurper, AD 365-366. Ae (bronze, 2.85 g, ). Constantinople. Pearl-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust left. Rev. Procopius standing facing, head left, holding labarum and shield set on ground; Christogram to upper right; unidentified object by left foot; CONS(Δ?). RIC 17. Good fine. 10

218 Theodosius I, 379-395. Ae (bronze, 1.30 g, 12 mm), Thessalonica, struck 383-388. DN THEODOSIVS P F AVG, pearl-diademed, draped and cuirassed bust to right. Rev. GLORIA REIPVBLICE, camp gate; Δ in left field, [TES] in exergue. RIC IX 62b. Nearly very fine. Rare. 10

219 Arcadius 383-388, Nummus (Bronze, 0.95 g, 12 mm) Thessalonica, struck 383/88. [D N AR]CADIVS [P F AVG], pearl-diademed, draped and cuirassed bust right / GLORIA REI PVBLICAЕ, camp gate with no doors and two turrets; [TES] in exergue. RIC 62c. Good fine. 10

220 Flavius Victor, 387-388. Follis (bronze, 1.07 g, 13 mm), Aquileia. DN FL VICTOR P F AVG, diademed, draped and cuirassed bust right. Rev. SPES ROMANORVM, camp gate, with two turrets, no door, star above, SMAQP in exergue. RIC IX 55b; LRBC 1104. Very fine. 20

221 Flavius Victor, 387-388. Follis (bronze, 0.93 g, 13 mm), Aquileia. DN FL VICTOR P F AVG, diademed, draped and cuirassed bust right. Rev. SPES ROMANORVM, camp gate, with two turrets, no door, star above, SMAQP in exergue. RIC IX 55b; LRBC 1104. Very fine. 20

222 Flavius Victor, 387-388. Follis (bronze, 1.04 g, 13 mm), Arelate. DN FL VICTOR P F AVG, diademed, draped and cuirassed bust right. Rev. SPES ROMANORVM, camp gate, with two turrets, no door, star above, TCON in exergue. RIC 29b. Nearly very fine. 20

All prices are starting prices (EUR).
223 Honorius, 393-423. Nummus (bronze, 1.12 g, 13 mm), Constantinople, struck 404/6. D N HONORIVS P F AVG Bust of Honorius, pearl-diademed, draped, cuirassed, right Rev. CONCORDIA AVG Cross, CONSB in exergue. RIC 109. Nearly very fine. Rare. 10


225 Theodosius II, 402-450. Nummus (bronze, 0.51 g, 11 mm). Antioch, 425-435. D N THEODOSIVS P F AVG diademed, draped and cuirassed bust of Theodosius II right. Rev. Cross within wreath; ANTA in exergue. RIC 453. Nearly very fine. 10

226 Theodosius II, 402-450. Nummus (bronze, 1.10 g, 11 mm). Rome. Pearl-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust right. Rev. Victory advancing left, head right, holding trophy over shoulder and dragging captive; cross to left. RIC 1919. Nearly very fine. 10

227 Johannes, usurper, 423-425. Ae (Bronze, 1.06 g, 12 mm), Rome. D N IOHANNES P F AVG Pearl-diademed, draped and cuirassed bust of Johannes to right. Rev. SALVS REI PVBLICE Victory advancing left, holding trophy over her right shoulder and dragging captive; Christogram to left. RIC X 1916. Nearly very fine. 20

228 Johannes, usurper, 423-425. Ae (Bronze, 0.86 g, 11 mm), Rome. D N IOHANNES P F AVG Pearl-diademed, draped and cuirassed bust of Johannes to right. Rev. SALVS REI PVBLICE Victory advancing left, holding trophy over her right shoulder and dragging captive; Christogram to left. RIC X 1916. Fine. 20

229 Johannes (?), usurper, 423-425. Ae (Bronze, 1.22 g, 12 mm), Rome. D N IOHANNES P F AVG Pearl-diademed, draped and cuirassed bust of Johannes to right. Rev. SALVS REI PVBLICE Victory advancing left, holding trophy over her right shoulder and dragging captive; Christogram to left. RIC X 1916. Nearly very fine. 10

230 Leo I. 457-474. Nummus (bronze, 1.18 g, 11 mm). Constantinople. Pearl-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust right. Rev. Lion, crouching left, head right, within a wreath. RIC 673-677. Nearly very fine. Rare. 10

All prices are starting prices (EUR).
231  Leo I, 457-474. Nummus (Bronze, 1.26 g, 11 mm). Constantinople. D N L-EO
Pearl-diademed, draped and cuirassed bust of Leo I to right. Rev. Verina standing
facing, holding globus cruciger in her right hand and scepter with her left. RIC 714.
Nearly very fine. 10

232  Leo I, 457-474. Nummus (bronze, 1.07 g, 10 mm). Nicomedia. D N LEO PE-RPET
AVG: Bust of Leo I, pearl-diademed, draped, cuirassed, right; cross above bust. Rev.
Leo I, draped, cuirassed, facing front, head left, holding long cross in right hand and
placing left hand on head of kneeling captive; star in left field: [NIC] in exergue. RIC
705-706. Nearly very fine. Rare. 10

233  Zeno, second reign, 476-491. Nummus (bronze, 0.89 g, 8 mm). Thessalonica. D
N ZENO AV Pearl-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust right. Rev. Zeno monogram 1
within wreath. RIC X 958. Good fine. 10

234  Anastasius I, 491-518. Half follis (Bronze, 8.93 g, 27 mm), Constantinople, 498-
518. D N ANASTASIVS P P AVG Pearl-diademed, draped and cuirassed bust of
Anastasius to right. Rev. Large K; to left, cross; to right, Γ. DOC 24d. SB 25. Nearly very
fine. 10

235  Anastasius I, 491-518. Decanummium (bronze, 3.25 g, 16 mm). Nicomedia, struck
circa 498-507. Diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust right. Rev. Large I between N-I;
CONCORDI around. DOC 38; MIBE 53; SB 44. Nearly very fine. 10

236  Anastasius I, 491-518. Pentanummium (bronze, 2.31 g, 12 mm), Antioch.
Diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust of Anastasius to right; above, cross. Rev. Large
Є; to right, B between A and N. DOC 49b. MIB 62. SB 53. Nearly very fine. 10

237  Justin I, 518-527. Pentanummium (Bronze, 2.67 g, 13 mm), Constantinople. D N
IVSTINVS P P AV Pearl diademed, draped, cuirassed bust right. Rev. Large chi-rho, Δ
to left, E to right. SB 75. MIB 32. DO 21d. Nearly very fine. 5

238  Justin I, 518-527. 3 Nummi (Bronze, 1.13 g, 12 mm), Thessalonica. Diademed,
draped, and cuirassed bust right. Rev. Large Γ; star to right. DOC 26; MIBE 74; SB 81.
Nearly very fine. Rare. 20
239 Justin I, 518-527. Pentanummium (Bronze, 1.86 g, 13 mm), Antioch. D N IVSTINVS P P AVG Diademed, draped and cuirassed bust of Justin I to right. Rev. Tyche of Antioch seated facing within shrine; to left, €. DOC 57. MIB 67. SB 111. Nearly very fine.

240 Justin I & Justinian I, 527. Follis (Bronze, 14.72 g, 30 mm), Antioch. D N D N IVSTINVS ET IVSTINIANVS P P AVG Diademed, draped, nimbate and cuirassed busts of Justin I and Justinian I facing. Rev. Large M between two stars; above, cross; below, A; in exergue, ANTIX. DOC 14. MIB 10. SB 130. Nearly very fine. Rare.

241 Justin I & Justinian I, 527. Pentanummium (Bronze, 1.87 g, 13.50 mm), Antioch on the Orontes. [+D N IVSTINVS ET IVSTINIANVS P P A] Diademed, draped, and cuirassed busts of Justin and Justinian I facing. Rev. Tyche of Antioch seated left; to left, €. DOC 17. MIB 13. SB 133. Nearly very fine.

242 Justinian I, 527-565. Decanummium (Bronze, 5.26 g, 24 mm), Antioch, (Theoupolis), struck 542/3. D N IVSTINIANVS P P AVG Helmeted and cuirassed bust facing, holding globus cruciger and shield; cross to right. Rev. B CONCORDI, I surmounted by cross, X to left, Ч to right (regnal year 16), THЄЧP in exergue. DOC 251. MIB 156. SB 235. Very fine. Very rare.

243 Justinian I, 527-565. Pentanummium (Bronze, 2.14 g, 16 mm), Theoupolis (Antioch), 551-560. D N IVSTINIANVS P P AVG Diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust of Justinian I to right. Rev. Large € with cross at center; in field to right, star. DOC 271. MIB 161. SB 244. Very fine.

244 Justinian I, 527-565. Pentanummium (Bronze, 2.22 g, 17 mm), Theoupolis (Antioch), circa 546-551. D N IVSTINIANVS P P A Diademed, draped and cuirassed bust of Justinian I to right. Rev. Large € with central cross; to right, ¥. DOC 270. MIBE 162. SB 243. Nearly very fine.

245 Justinian I, 527-565. Pentanummium (Bronze, 2.35 g, 15 mm), Theoupolis (Antioch), circa 546-551. D N IVSTINIANVS P P A Diademed, draped and cuirassed bust of Justinian I to right. Rev. Large € with central cross; to right, ¥. DOC 270. MIBE 162. SB 243. Very fine.

246 Justinian I, 527-565. Pentanummium (Bronze, 2.53 g, 16 mm), Theoupolis (Antioch), circa 546-551. D N IVSTINIANVS P P A Diademed, draped and cuirassed bust of Justinian I to right. Rev. Large € with central cross; to right, ¥. DOC 270. MIBE 162. SB 243. Very fine.

All prices are starting prices (EUR).
Justinian I, 527-565. Pentanummium (Bronze, 1.88 g, 15 mm), Theoupolis (Antioch), circa 546-551. D N IVSTINIANVS P P A Diademed, draped and cuirassed bust of Justinian I to right. Rev. Large Є with central cross; to right, Σ. DOC 270. MIBE 162. SB 243. Fine.

Justinian I, 527-565. Pentanummium (Bronze, 2.00 g, 16 mm), Theoupolis (Antioch), struck 529-539. D N IVSTINIANVS P P AVG Diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust of Justinian I to right. Rev. Large Є with cross at center; in field to right, A. DOC 268a. MIB 141. SB 241. Nearly very fine.

Justinian I, 527-565. Pentanummium (Bronze, 2.14 g, 16 mm), Theoupolis (Antioch), struck 529-539. D N IVSTINIANVS P P AVG Diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust of Justinian I to right. Rev. Large Є with cross at center; in field to right, Δ. DOC 268d. MIB 141. SB 241. Very fine.

Justinian I, 527-565. Pentanummium (Bronze, 2.12 g, 15 mm), Theoupolis (Antioch). ΛΝΠΤϹΛΑΓΑΟΙ Diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust of Justinian I to right; around, blundered legend. Rev. Large C containing monogram. DOC 272. MIB 163. SB 245. Nearly very fine.

Justinian I, 527-565. Decanummium (bronze, 4.90 g, 19 mm). Rome, struck circa 545. Diademed, draped and cuirassed bust right. Rev. Large I between two stars; all within wreath. DOC 362; MIBE 227; SB 307. Fine.

Justinian I, 527-565. Nummus (Bronze, 0.85 g, 11 mm), Rome, 547-565. IVSTINIANVS Helmeted and cuirassed bust of Justinian facing, holding globus cruciger in his right hand. Rev. Lion advancing right within wreath. DOC 332. MIB 232. SB 311. Nearly very fine. Very rare.

255  Justinian I, 527-565. 6 Nummi (bronze, 2.78 g, 15 mm), Alexandria, struck 527-565. STI NIANVS P[ Diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust right. Rev. Large S. DOC 275; MIBE 166; SB 248. Nearly very fine. Rare.  

256  Justinian I, 527-565. 2 Nummi (bronze, 1.27 g, 12 mm). Thessalonica, struck 527-538. Pearl-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust right. Rev. Large B; A to left, P to right. DOC –; MIBE 177; SB 196A. Nearly very fine. Rare.  

257  Justin II, 565-578. (bronze, 2.55 g, 21 mm) Constantinople. Contemporary imitation. DN IVSTI-NVS P P AVC, pearl-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust right. Rev. VICTORIA AVCVSTORVM, Victory alighting facing, head left, holding wreath in outstretched right hand and globus cruciger in outstretched left; star in right field; CONOB. DOC 13; MIBE 11a; Sear 353 for prototype (AV tremissis). Very fine.  

258  Justin II, 565-578. Pentanummium (Bronze, 1.90 g, 14 mm), Theoupolis (Antioch). Monogram of Justin II. Rev. Large Є; cross to right. DOC 186. MIB 65a. SB 386. Good very fine.  

259  Justin II, 565-578. Pentanummium (Bronze, 1.81 g, 15 mm), Theoupolis (Antioch). Monogram of Justin II. Rev. Large Є; in field to right, cross. DOC 186. MIB 65a. SB 386. Very fine.  

260  Justin II, 565-578. Pentanummium (Bronze, 1.50 g, 15 mm), Theoupolis (Antioch). Monogram of Justin II. Rev. Large Є; in field to right, cross. DOC 186. MIB 65a. SB 386. Struck somewhat off center, otherwise nearly very fine.  

261  Justin II, 565-578. Pentanummium (Bronze, 1.50 g, 15 mm), Theoupolis (Antioch). Monogram of Justin II. Rev. Large Є; in field to right, cross. DOC 186. MIB 65a. SB 386. Struck somewhat off center, otherwise nearly very fine.  

262  Justin II. 565-578. Pentanummium (bronze, 1.57 g, 13 mm). Ravenna. Diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust right. Rev. Large Є; cross to right. DOC 217; MIBE 86 (Rome). Very fine.
263 Justin II with Sophia, 565-578. Half Follis (bronze, 4.40 g, 20 mm) Thessalonica. Nimbate figures of Justin II and Sophia seated facing on double throne, Justin holding globus cruciger in his right hand and Sophia holding cruciform scepter in hers. Rev. Large K, cross above, A/N/N/O to left, Δ to right, TES in exergue. Nearly very fine.  
264 Justin II, with Sophia. 565-578. Æ Follis (bronze, 12.93 g, 31 mm). Nicomedia. Dated RY 10 (574/5). Justin and Sophia seated facing on double throne, holding globus cruciger and cruciform scepter, respectively; cross above. Rev. Large M; cross above, date across field; A//NIKO. DOC 100a; MIBE 46b; SB 369. Small scratch, otherwise nearly very fine.  
265 Tiberius II Constantine, 578-582. Dekanummium (Bronze, 3.48 g, 19 mm), Constantinopolis. δ m Tib COTAN P P AV Crowned, draped and cuirassed bust of Tiberius II Constantine facing. Rev. Large narrow X; above, cross. DOC 20a. MIB 31a. SB 436. Nearly very fine.  
266 Tiberius II Constantine, Decanummiun (Bronze, 4.07 g, 19 mm). Theoupolis (Antioch) mint. Dated RY 4 = 578 AD. Garbled legend, crowned and cuirassed bust facing, holding globus cruciger and shield. Rev. Large X; cross above, mintmark below, ANNO to left and II/II (date) to right. DOC 51 var (regnal year). SB 455 var (regnal year). Very fine, unpublished with X for regnal year 4.  
267 Maurice Tiberius. 582-602. Pentanummium (bronze, 1.40 g, 14 mm). Theoupolis (Antioch) mint. Monogram. Rev. Large €; cross to right. DOC -; MIB 105; SB 542. Very fine. Rare.  
269 Maurice Tiberius, 582-602. Pentanummium (bronze, 1.18 g, 14 mm), Theoupolis (Antioch). Monogram 16. Rev. Large Ч with pellet in center; cross above. Sear 540. Very fine. Rare.  
270 Maurice Tiberius. 582-602. Decanummium (bronze, 2.76 g, 19 mm). Theoupolis (Antioch). Dated RY 1 (AD 582/3). Crowned facing bust, holding mappa and eagle-tipped scepter. Rev. Large X; cross above, R below; A/N/N/O, I (date) across field. DOC 194; MIBE 100; SB 536. Nearly very fine. Rare year
271 Maurice Tiberius. 582-602. Decanummium (bronze, 2.74 g, 18 mm). Theoupolis (Antioch). Dated RY 4 (AD 585/6). Crowned facing bust, holding mappa and eagle-tipped scepter. Rev. Large X; cross above, R below; A/N/N/O, IIII (date) across field. DOC −; MIBE 100; SB 536. Very fine. Rare year

272 Maurice Tiberius, 582-602. Decanummium (Bronze, 2.42 g, 17 mm) Theoupolis (Antioch), dated RY ?. Crowned facing bust, wearing consular robes, holding mappa and eagle-tipped scepter. Rev. Large I; cross above, A/N/N/O to left, regnal year (?) to right; τΗЄUP. SB 537. Nearly very fine.

273 Maurice Tiberius, 582-602. Decanummium (Bronze, 2.68 g, 18 mm) Theoupolis (Antioch), dated RY 14. Crowned facing bust, wearing consular robes, holding mappa and eagle-tipped scepter. Rev. Large I; cross above, A/N/N/O to left, regnal year X / IIII to right; τΗЄUP. SB 537. Nearly very fine.

274 Phocas, 602-610. Pentanummium (Bronze, 1.51 g, 14 mm) Antioch. Monogram of Phocas. Rev. Large Є; above, cross. DOC -. SB 676A. Nearly very fine. Rare.

275 Phocas, 602-610. Pentanummium (Bronze, 1.27 gr, 14 mm), Antioch. Monogram of Phocas. Rev. Large Ч; above, cross. DOC -. MIB III, pl. 58, N89. SB -. Nearly very fine. Very rare.

276 Phocas with Leontia. 602-610. Decanummium (bronze, 2.51 g, 17 mm). Theoupolis (Antioch). Dated RY 3 (604/5). Phocas and Leontia standing facing, holding globus cruciger and cruciform scepter, respectively; cross above. Rev. Large X; ANNO to left, cross above, III to right. e below. DOC 99; MIB 87; SB 675. Nearly very fine.

277 Heraclius, with Heraclius Constantine. 610-641. Ae Three-Quarter Follis (bronze, 5.87 g, 26 mm). Constantinople. Crowned figures of Heraclius, holding long cross, and Heraclius Constantine, holding globus cruciger, standing facing; star above. Rev. Large Λ; cross above, A/N/N/O to left, X/X to right; Α. CON in exergue. DOC 117d.2; MIB 168; SB 812. Very fine.

278 Heraclius, with Heraclius Constantine. 610-641. Follis (bronze, 3.00 g, 20 mm). Constantinople (?). Crowned figures of Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine, holding globus cruciger, facing; Rev. [Large I , ANNO, regnal year] (?). Overstruck on reverse, otherwise nearly very fine.
279  Constans II, 641-668. Follis (bronze, 4.74 g, 22 mm) (Possibly an early Arab-Byzantine issue or a contemporary imitation) Uncertain mint. Crowned, beardless and draped bust facing, holding globus cruciger in his right hand. Rev. Large M, O/N/A to right, II/O/ 4; Δ below; CON in exergue. SB 1004 var. Good very fine. 10

280  Constantine IV Pogonatus. 668-685. Decanummium (bronze, 4.60 g, 24 mm). Constantinople, struck 668-673. Crowned and cuirassed facing bust, holding globus cruciger. Rev. Large I; cross to left, K to right; CON. DOC 38; SB 1182. Nearly very fine. 10

281  Constantine IV Pogonatus. 668-685. Decanummium (bronze, 5.32 g, 24 mm). Constantinople, struck 668-673. Crowned and cuirassed facing bust, holding globus cruciger. Rev. Large I; cross to left, K to right; CON. DOC 38; SB 1182. Nearly very fine. 10

282  Uncertain, 11-12th century. Follis (bronze, 1.22 g, 18 mm). Nimbate bust of Christ facing. Rev. Cross with illegible legend. Fine. 10

283  Alexius I Comnenus. 1081-1118. Follis (bronze, 7.04 g, 27 mm). Thessalonica, struck circa 1081-1087. Cross potent set on two steps; pellet at each termination of arm; IC XC/NI KA. Rev. Across field CЄP CVN / ЕΡГЄΙ BA / СІΛЄI ΑΛ / ЕΞΙω in four lines. DOC 19; SB 1911. Very fine. 10


286  Theodore Gabras, Duke of Trebizond, circa late 1080s-1098. Follis (Bronze, 5.03 g, 29 mm), Trebizond, circa 1092-1098. Christ, nimbate, seated facing on square-backed throne, wearing tunic and pallium, raising his right hand in benediction and holding book of Gospels in his left. Rev. Large jewelled cross set on crescent and with pellets in angles. DOC 5 (Trebizond). SB -. S. Bendall: The mint of Trebizond under Alexius I and the Gabrades, in: NC 137 (1977), pl. 6, issue 5. Fine. Very rare. 60

All prices are starting prices (EUR).
287 EMPIRE OF TREBIZOND. George Komnenus, 1266-1280. Trachy (bronze, 2.28 g, 22 mm). IX XC / NI KA in angles of cross crosslet on base. Rev. ΔHT / KHN George standing holding labarum headed scepter and globus. Sear 2607. Nearly very fine. Very rare. 20

288 EMPIRE OF TREBIZOND. Alexius III, 1349-1390. Aе (bronze, 1.23 g, 15 mm). Alexius standing holding sceptre and globus. Rev. Γ(A)/N/ΓEV/S in angles of cross with wreath attached to horizontal limbs. Sear 2631. Nearly very fine. Very rare. 20

289 Lot of 4 Byzantine lead seals. Fine. 10

290 VANDALS. Municipal coinage of Carthage, circa 480-533. 4 Nummi (Bronze, 1.25 g, 10 mm), circa 523-533. Diademed, draped and cuirassed imperial bust to left; before, palm frond. Rev. N / IIII. BMC Vandals 12-14 ("Huneric"). MEC 1, 51-6. Good fine. 10

291 VANDALS. Municipal coinage of Carthage, circa 480-533. 4 Nummi (Bronze, 1.46 g, 10 mm), circa 523-533. Diademed, draped and cuirassed imperial bust to left; before, palm frond. Rev. N / IIII. BMC Vandals 12-14 ("Huneric"). MEC 1, 51-6. Good very fine. 10

292 VANDALS. Municipal coinage of Carthage, circa 480-533. 4 Nummi (Bronze, 1.08 g, 12 mm), circa 523-533. Diademed, draped and cuirassed imperial bust to left; before, palm frond. Rev. N / IIII. BMC Vandals 12-14 ("Huneric"). MEC 1, 51-6. Fine. Nearly very fine. 10

293 VANDALS. Municipal coinage of Carthage, circa 480-533. 4 Nummi (Bronze, 1.16 g, 11 mm), circa 523-533. Diademed, draped and cuirassed imperial bust to left; before, palm frond. Rev. N / IIII. BMC Vandals 12-14 ("Huneric"). MEC 1, 51-6. Nearly very fine. 10

294 VANDALS. Municipal coinage of Carthage, circa 480-533. 4 Nummi (Bronze, 0.85 g, 12 mm), circa 523-533. Diademed, draped and cuirassed imperial bust to left; before, palm frond. Rev. N / IIII. BMC Vandals 12-14 ("Huneric"). MEC 1, 51-6. Very fine. 10

All prices are starting prices (EUR).
295  MEROVINGIANS. Childebert I, 511-558. Nummus (Bronze, 0.93 g, 15 mm) Marseille. Christogram within wreath. Rev. Cross within beaded circle. Belfort 5459. Very fine. Rare. 100


297  CRUSADERS. Antioch. Tancred, regent, 1101-1112. Follis (Bronze, 4.19 g, 22 mm). Ο / ΠΕ-Τ/P/O/C Nimbate bust of St. Peter facing, raising his right hand in benediction and holding cross in his left. Rev. KЄBOI / ΘΗΤΟΔΙ / ΛΟΚΟΨΤ/ ANHΠΙ in four lines. CCS 3a. Metcalf, Crusades, 53. Nearly very fine. 10

298  CRUSADERS. Antioch. Roger of Salerno, regent, 1112-1119. Follis (Bronze, 2.14 g, 22 mm). O-A in monogram form ΓΕωΡ St. George, nimbate, on horseback to right, spearing down dragon. Rev. ΡΟΓΞΕΡ / ΠΡΙΠΚΠΟΣ ΑΝΤΙ in four lines. CCS 9. Metcalf 98. Nearly very fine. Rare. 10

299  CRUSADERS. Antioch. Bohémond II, 1112-1130. Follis (Bronze, 2.10 g, 25 mm). Nimbate bust of St. Peter facing, wearing tunic, raising his right hand in benediction and holding cross in his left; in field to left, Ο / ΠΙ. Rev. Cross pommetée, fleuronée at base; in angles, [ΒΑ/ΙΜ/ΝΙΟΔΣ]. CCS 10a. Metcalf, Crusades, 102. Overstruck on Roger of Salerno follis. Nearly very fine. Rare. 10

300  CRUSADERS. Antioch. Raymond of Poitiers, 1136-1149. Follis (Bronze, 0.95 g, 18 mm). R-A-M in ornamental style and within a triangular pattern. Rev. AN/TIOC/HIE. CCS 17. Metcalf, Crusades, 462. Wäckerlin 125. Nearly very fine. 10

301  CRUSADERS. Antioch. Raymond of Poitiers, 1136-1149. Follis (Bronze, 0.91 g, 16 mm). R-A-M in ornamental style and within a triangular pattern. Rev. AN/TIOC/HIE. CCS 17. Metcalf, Crusades, 462. Wäckerlin 125. Nearly very fine. 10

302  CRUSADERS. Antioch. Raymond of Poitiers, 1136-1149. Follis (Bronze, 0.58 g, 16 mm). R-A-M in ornamental style and within a triangular pattern. Rev. AN/TIOC/HIE. CCS 17. Metcalf, Crusades, 462. Wäckerlin 125. Very fine. 10
303 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Raymond of Poitiers, 1136-1149. Follis (Bronze, 0.80 g, 16 mm). R-A-M in ornamental style and within a triangular pattern. Rev. AN/TIOC/HIE. CCS 17. Metcalf, Crusades, 462. Wäckerlin 125. Fine. 10

304 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Raymond of Poitiers, 1136-1149. Follis (Bronze, 0.70 g, 16.5 mm). R-A-M in ornamental style and within a triangular pattern. Rev. AN/TIOC/HIE. CCS 17. Metcalf, Crusades, 462. Wäckerlin 125. Nearly very fine. 10

305 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Anonymous, 1120-1140. (Bronze, 0.61 g, 15.5 mm). The city walls of Antioch, with a gate and three towers. Rev. AN/TIOC/HIA in three lines. CCS 13c. Metcalf 463 var. Schlumberger pl III, 12. Wäckelrin 117. Flan cracked and holed, otherwise good fine. 10

306 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Anonymous, 1120-1140. (Bronze, 0.52 g, 16 mm). The city walls of Antioch, with a gate and three towers. Rev. AN/TIOC/HIA in three lines. CCS 13c. Metcalf 463 var. Schlumberger pl III, 12. Wäckelrin 117. Holed, otherwise nearly very fine. 10

307 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Uncertain anonymous, cca 12- mid 13 century. Follis (bronce, 1.67 g, 18 mm). Gate with pellets (?). Rev. Gate with pellets (?). Very fine. 10


309 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Raymond of Poitiers, 1136-1149. Fractional Denier (Bronze, 0.99 g, 17 mm). +PRINCEPS Cross pattée with pellet in each angle. Rev. +ANTIOCHIE Altar with five legs with chalice in center; above, cross; below, open oval. Metcalf 466. Wäckerlin 122. Very fine. 10

310 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Bohémond III, 1149-1163. Denier (Bronze, 0.38 g, 16 mm) +PRIN+CEPS, retrograde S flanked by four pellets. Rev. +ANTIO+HIA, cross pattée; three pellets and one crescent in quarters. Metcalf, Crusades 468; CCS 44-49. Nearly very fine. Rare. 20
311 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Bohémond III, 1149-1163. Denier (Bronze, 0.62 g, 17 mm). +PRIN•CEPS, retrograde S flanked by four pellets. Rev. +ANTIO•hlA, cross pattée; three pellets and one crescent in quarters. Metcalf, Crusades 468; CCS 44-49. Nearly very fine. Rare. 20

312 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Bohémond III, 1163-1201. Fractional Denier (Bronze, 0.87 g, 17 mm). +ANTIOCHIA Crescent above six-pointed star. Rev. +BOAMVNDVS Cross pattée with pellet at the end of each branch and of each angle. CCS 64. Metcalf 464. Wäckerlin 145. Very fine. 10

313 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Bohémond III, 1163-1201. Fractional Denier (Bronze, 0.94 g, 16 mm). +ANTIOCHIA Crescent above six-pointed star. Rev. +BOAMVNDVS Cross pattée with pellet at the end of each branch and of each angle. CCS 64. Metcalf 464. Wäckerlin 145. Good fine. 10

314 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Bohémond III, 1163-1201. Fractional Denier (Bronze, 0.85 g, 16 mm). +ANTIOCHIA Crescent above six-pointed star. Rev. +BOAMVNDVS Cross pattée with pellet at the end of each branch and of each angle. CCS 64. Metcalf 464. Wäckerlin 145. Nearly very fine. 10

315 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Bohémond IV, 1201-1233. Fractional Denier (Billon, 0.91 g, 17 mm). +BOAMVNDV around large B. Rev. +ANTIOCHIA Cross pattée in small circle. CCS 87. Metcalf 480. Wäckerlin 152. Very fine. Rare. 20

316 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Bohémond IV, 1201-1233. Fractional Denier (Billon, 0.61 g, 16 mm). +BOAMVNDV around large B. Rev. +ANTIOCHIA cross pattée in small circle. CCS 88a. Very fine. Rare. This type has pellet borders and it is the earlier in the series. 20

317 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Raymond-Roupen, 1216-1219. Ae (Bronze, 0.44 g, 13 mm). Head of Raymond-Roupen in chain armour with pellet eye to right, wearing helmet decorated with cross and flanked by two palm branches. Rev. Gate containing five pellets, all within octafoil. Metcalf, Crusades, 481 var. CCS 99. Very fine. Very rare. 40

318 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Raymond-Roupen, 1216-1219. Ae (Bronze, 0.42 g, 14 mm). Head of Raymond-Roupen in chain armour with pellet eye to right, wearing helmet decorated with cross and flanked by two palm branches. Rev. Gate containing nine pellets, all within octafoil. Metcalf, Crusades, 481. CCS 100. Nearly very fine. Very rare. 40

All prices are starting prices (EUR).
319 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Anonymous. Follis (Bronze, 1.31 g, 21 mm), 1250-1268. Cross pattée with x in each angle. Rev. ‘Fals Antak’ in Arabic. CCS 130. Mcalff, Crusades, -. Cf. Leu 17, 3346, 3349. Very fine. Very rare. This is one of the last issues struck by the Crusaders in Antiochia before the Mamluk Baybars captured the city and massacred its inhabitants in 1268.

40

320 CRUSADERS. Antioch. Anonymous. Follis (Bronze, 0.42 g, 15 mm), circa 1250-1268. A/N/T/I in angles of long cross pattée. Rev. A/N/T/V (?) retrograde in angles of long cross pattée. CCS 132. Mcalff, Crusades, -. Wäckerlin 160. Very fine. Very rare. Probably the last issue struck by the Crusaders in Antiochia before the Mamluk Baybars captured the city and massacred its inhabitants in 1268.

40


20


20


10

324 CRUSADERS. Edessa. Baldwin II, second reign, 1108-1118. Follis (Bronze, 2.41 g, 22.5 mm). [B/Α/Γ -Δ/Ο/Ι/N] Baldwin II, wearing armor and conical helmet, standing facing, head to left, holding cross in his right hand and placing his left on the hilt of his sword. Rev. Cross fleuronnée with pellet in each end. CCS 10. Mcalff 112. Fine.

10


200

326 CRUSADERS. County of Tripoli. Raymond II., 1137-1152. ae (Bronze, 0.57 g, 15 mm), ‘Horse and Cross’ type. +RAMVNDVS COMS Small cross with four pellets in angles within dotted circle. Rev. +CIVITAS TRIPOIS Cross above Agnus Dei. Malloy 4a. Mcalff, Crusades, 506. Wäckerlin 40. Nearly very fine. Rare.

20

All prices are starting prices (EUR).
327 CRUSADERS, County of Tripoli. Raymond III, 1152-1187. Ae (bronze, 0.81 g, 15 mm), circa 1173-1187. +CIVITAS Fortified gateway with five crenellations and large divided door with rounded top. Rev. +TRIPOLIS St. Andrew’s cross pommée with circle at center; in angles, crescents. CCS 13a. Metcalf 523ff. Fine.

328 CRUSADERS, County of Tripoli. Bohémond IV of Antioch. 1187-1233. AePougeoise (bronze, 0.37 g, 13.50 mm). +CIVITAS City gate. Rev. TRIPOLIS St. Andrew’s cross. CCS 15. Metcalf 540-541. Wäckerlin 53. Struck somewhat off center, otherwise, nearly very fine.


331 LATIN KINGDOM OF JERUSALEM, Raymond of Tripoli, 1184 - 1192. Fractional Denier (Bronze, 1.13 g, 16 mm). T·V·R·R·I·S; Tower of David, pellet on each side of tower. Rev. + ∂Є IЄRVSALЄM, ‘Tower of David’. CCS 2-3; Metcalf 206-7. Nearly very fine.

332 LATIN KINGDOM OF JERUSALEM, Raymond of Tripoli, 1184 - 1192. Fractional Denier (Bronze, 1.13 g, 16 mm). T·V·R·R·I·S; Tower of David, pellet on each side of tower. Rev. + ∂Є IЄRVSALЄM, ‘Tower of David’. CCS 2-3; Metcalf 206-7. Nearly very fine.


334 CRUSADERS, Uncertain. Circa 1100-1150. Follis (Bronze, 1.29 g, 23 mm). Nimbate bust of Christ facing, holding book of Gospels; in fields IC - XC. Rev. Cross with small cross at intersection standing on two steps; around, eight pellets; all within circle. Malloy -. Metcalf -. Porteous -. Schlumberger -. Wäckerlin -. Apparently unpublished. Cf. Leu 8, lot 1817. Nearly very fine. Rare.

All prices are starting prices (EUR).
335 CRUSADERS. Uncertain. Circa 11-13 century. Ae (bronze, 0.50 g, 16 mm), uncertain mint. Bust of Christ facing. Rev. Double (?) cross with pellet in each angle. Very fine. 10

336 ARMENIA, Cilician Armenia. Baronial. Toros II, 1144-1168. Pogh (Bronze, 0.89 g, 18 mm). ԹՈՐՈՍ ՅԱՍԻ ('Toros by the grace of God' in Armenian) Cross pattée. Rev. Castle or castle gate, ԱԹ-ՈԱ on either side of the tower. AC 247. CCA 3. Nearly very fine. Very rare. 40


339 ARAB-BYZANTINE. Early Caliphate (636-660). Fals (bronze, 3.14 g, 22 mm). Imitation of a Follis of Heraclius (610-641). Heraclius in the middle; to left, Martina; to right, Heraclius Constantine; each standing facing, wearing chlamys and crown cruciger. Rev. Large M, blundered legend around. Very fine. Rare without crosses on heads! 10


341 ARAB-BYZANTINE. Early Caliphate, 636-660. Fals (bronze, 2.96 g, 20 mm). Imitative series. Uncertain mint. Imperial Byzantine figure (Constans II) standing facing, holding cross-tipped staff and globus cruciger; pseudo-legend around. Rev. Large m between N/N/O and A(1)/Φ/A ; = above; CON in exergue. Nearly very fine. 10
342  ARAB-BYZANTINE. Early Caliphate, 636-660. Fals (bronze, 3.26 g, 24 mm). Imitative series. Uncertain mint. Imperial Byzantine figure (Constans II) standing facing, holding cross-tipped staff and globus cruciger; pseudo-legend around. Rev. Large m between A/O and E; cross above; illegible in exergue. Very fine.

343  ARAB-BYZANTINE, Umayyad Caliphate, ca. 650 – 674. Fals (bronze, 4.76 g, 26 mm) Uncertain mint. Large M, blundered legend around. Rev. Large M, blundered legend around. Overstruck on earlier type. Very fine.


345  MENKUJAKIDS. Sulayman b. Ishaq, 1181. Fals (bronze, 2.79 g, 19 mm). Islamic legend, citing the Khaqanid ruler Akhsatan I. Rev. Ornamental cross, with crudely engraved Latin IC XC NI KA around the cross. Good very fine. Very rare.


348  AQ QOYUNLU, Jahângir, 1444 – 1453. Fals (bronze, 4.05 g, 26 mm), Amid. ﺣﺮب / ﺍ.raises / the Āq Quyūnlū tamgha in field with Arabic words above and below, enclosed by beaded circle, enclosed by Arabic inscription anti-clockwise in margin. Rev. ﻷ ﺍﻟﻪ ﺍﻟﺪ / ﻷ ﺍﻟﻪ ﺍﻟﺪ. Three scaled fish in the form of a triskeles with floral ornaments in the interstices between the fish. SICA 9, 2; hcr.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/coin/hcr16288. Very fine. Rare.
349 SELJUQ OF RUM. Malikshah II, fals (bronze, 2.54 g, 21 mm). Horseman right, with small winged human figure (angel?), pictured behind the rider. Rev. Islamic legend. A-1195, Izmitlier-44. Nearly very fine. Very rare. 20

350 AMIRS OF MULTAN, Munabbih, 9th century, AR damma (silver, 0.55 g, 9 mm). 3-line Nagari text. Rev. Triplet of pellets, Nagari text in upper area, Arabic lillah munabbih below. Very fine. 5

351 AMIRS OF MULTAN, Munabbih, 9th century, AR damma (silver, 0.52 g, 9 mm). 3-line Nagari text. Rev. Triplet of pellets, Nagari text in upper area, Arabic lillah munabbih below. Very fine. 5

352 Mixed lot of 10 coins. Fine to very fine. 20

353 Mixed lot of 10 coins. Fine to very fine. 20

354 Mixed lot of 10 coins. Fine to very fine. 20

355 Mixed lot of 10 coins. Fine to very fine. 20

356 Mixed lot of 10 coins. Fine to very fine. 20
357  Mixed lot of 10 coins. Fine to very fine.  20

358  Mixed lot of 10 coins. Fine to very fine.  20